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ABSTRACT

Many problems in engineeringgeology are fundamentally problems in three
dimensionalgeometry.Sphericalprojectionis a time t€stedtechniqueby meansof
which complex and arbitrary orientationproblems can be solved manually with
relative ease.ln spite of rapid developmensin computing hardware,no analytical
software has been created which seems capable of adequately replacing spherical
projectioo techniques. Therefore,maDy attemptshave been made to computerize
ihis method. The majority of these attemPtshave resulted in programs which are
static and inllexible in nature.DIPS, a programwhich was developedas the main
compoDentof this wor! duplicates,on the comPuter,the flexibility, graphical
visualization potential and interactive nature of the original spherical projection
tecbniques.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

The study of geological structure is a fundamentalcomponentof any study of
for rock slopes and undergroundexcavations.It is also an
stability characteristics
idportant step in the assessmentof general deformation chamc-teristicsand fluid
cooductivity. As well, identification and extsapolationof geological structue oftetr
forms a basis for preliminary mineral prospecting.

While scalarpropertiessuch as lengtb and separationare often considered,many of
the problemswhich are encounteredin thesestudiesare fundamentallyproblemsin
three-dimensionalgeometry,and focus primarily on orientation relationships.Even if
the problem involves only a few distinct or repres€ntativeorientations, it's tbree
dimensional nature leads to difficulties in visualization and in the solution of
arbitrary interrelationships.While some nblack box' techniquesexist for the solution
of specific types of three dimensional structural problems, a techniquc is required
which permits the analysis to progress in a non-prescribedfashion as the problem
yisualization.
dictates,while allowing simultaneous

Before analysis crn proceed with representativestructural orietrtations, however,
simplified models must often be reduced Aom multiple field measurements.Unless
the regional or local structue is already well cstablished,the syst€matic collection
of field data is a key first step in any analysis of tlree dimensioDal structural
relationships.Becausethe historical factors zuch as stress, which contribute to th€
formation of geological structure are often consistent1fu6'ghsut a volume of rock,

natural discontinuitiesor rock fabric can frequently be representedby several
dominant orientations.The three dimensionalnature of the data as well as the
natural varianceof geologicalsEucturemake this reductionprocessdifEcult unless
an appropriatevisualizationand analysistool is available.

The most appropriatetool for both sragesof orientationanalysisis, in the opinion
of this author, spherical projection. Fint used in the second century B.C by
crystallographersfor the study of crystal morphology and optics, this technique has
beenadaptedin the last centuryfor use in structuralgeology(phillips, 1971).

This techniqueconsidersonly the orientationsof linear or planar features.planes
and lines are assumedto int€rsectthe centreof a sphere.This sphereis often called
the primitive in crystallography.The term referenceqthere, however, is used by this
author. The circle and point naces formed as the planes and lines intersect the
surhce of the sphere ue prqiected by means of one of two methods to form the
sphericalprojectionwhich is the basis for this worh

The pro.jectioncan be used in a time testedmanual process,utilizing referencegrids
and rotating overlays to perform a wide variety of otherwisc complex geometrical
calculationswith relative ease. The method's power lies in its interactive and
graphicalnature.Thesetechniquesare describedthroughoutthe literature(Goodman
1976 Hoek and Bray 1974, Hoek and Brown 1980, phillips 1971, priest 19g5,
Ragan1973) and are summarizedin chapter3 of this work
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Lines plot as poinrs on the sphericalprojection as do normals to planes, often
referred to as poles. This allows large numbers of linear or planar features to be
plotted oD a projecred stereonet in a rclatively uncluttered fashion. Dominant
orientations can be derived from apparent clusters or ser visible on such a plot.
The visual impact of this clustering may be further enhancedby a orientation
density contour plot This technique is also describedby the above authors as well
as by CANI{ET 1977, Denness 1972, Statffer 1966 and Tanb* 1977. SiDce there
do€snot exist a reliablemathematicalproc€srito reducea large multimodal (having
more thaD one dominantorientation)orientationdata set to representativefeatureq
sphericalprojectionis a uniqueand vital part of such an analysis.

The processcan prove tediousif performedmanually,bowever.The developmentof
compute$ has not, in turn, led to the developmentof a replacementfor spherical
projection.It has, on the other hand createdthe possibility of drasticallyincreasing
the speed and power of the existing process.There have been many attempB in
recent years to adapt the processfor use with a computer. Some of these are
discussedin chapter 4 of this work. Most of these attempts, however, have focused
on generatingstatic output of pole plots, contoureddensity ptoB or stcreonetswith
prescribed distinct platres. Further analysis must then be carried out by hand froE
the computer screen or from paper output. These early attemptq in the opinion of
this author, fail to capture the powerful visualization features and interactive nature
of the manualspbericalprojectiontechniques.

1.1

DIPS - An interactive toolkit using spherical projection

The purpose of this work was to develop a computer package for orieDtation
analysiswhich would dynamicallymimic the original techniquesinvolving spherica^
projection and cover all phasesof the analysisfrom data reductionto analysisof
distinct features.The program was to possessmany interactivefeaturesin addition
to producinghigh quality gaphical output. It was also to accepta wide variety of
data formats and conventions.ln addition,siuce orientationdata is often associated
with other information (spacing, continuity and ro"gfiness of rock joints, for
example), the program was designed to allow several means of simulroneous
processitrgthis additional data. The progn|m was designedto accessa data file
which could act as a single databasewith the ability to interactivelyscreenand
processdata subsetsas the analysiswarranted.

The resulting package is called DIPS - Datr Int r?rctation packagc using
stereographic projection. The program disk and user manual can be found
appendedto this thesis"

The rest of this thesis deals with the design philosophy and rationale for the
program DIPS. chapter 2 of this work discusses a variety of orientation
nomenclatureand measurementconventions.chapter 3 summarizesprevious work
dealing with

orientation analysis including the development of

spherical

(stereographic)projection. chapter 4 deals witb previous attemptsat computerization
of stereograpbictechniques. chapter 5 describestbe various features of tbe DIps
package.

2.0

ORIENTATION NOTATION AND
MEAST]REMENT

Few aspects of orientation analysis create as many difficulties as the initial
recordingof the data itself. This arisesfrom rhe great variety of conventionsand
methodologieswhich are in use at present. This chapter outliDes co[rmon
conventionsand identifiesthos€us€dthroughoutthis work.

2.L

ORIENTATION NOMENCI.ATURE

2.L.L

Vectorlal Notation

A vector in three dimensional spac€ can be described using tbree cartesian
coordinates based on some arbitrary origin and three mutually perpendicular
(orthogonal) reference axes. The samc vector may also be described using
independentmeasuresof magaitude, or absolute lengtb, and of oricntation. This
orientation can be expressedin terms of the cmrdinates of a collinear unit vector
(vector of lengh 1). It may also be describedusing a combinationof anglesin
mutually orthogonal platres. The horizontal and vertical angles between a vector
and a referenceline, for exrmple, uniquelydescribean orientation.

Thc three coordinatesof a unit vector, arc also termed dbection cosires. This term
arises from the fact that each coordinaterepres€ntsthe cosine of the minimum angle
betveen the udt veclor and the axis in question. This form of notation is the most
convenietrtfor analytical manipulationof orientationsusing linear algebra and is
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ideal for use in computerprograms. It is not, however,the most appropriatemeans
of intuitive visualizationfor the engineeror geologist.It is often difficult for the
human brain to processthree dimensionalcartesianexpressions.The use of two
dimensions,however,rarely presentsa problem (which explainsour attachmentto
two dimensionalforms of analysisand pres€ntation).For this reason,geologistsand
have traditioDallydealtwith informationin planars€ctions.
eDgineers

When describingorientatioDsin the field, a rcferencevector is chosen,such as true
or magnetic north, aDd all orientationsor attitudesare expressedin terms of a
horizontal arogle(azimuth) and vertical angle (inclinatioz) from this reference. This
convention is the most conveDientfor the surface geologis! for example,who
typically treadsupon a horizontalplane armedwith a bubble level clinometerand a
compasswhich referencesmagnetic or true north. Different referenceangles may be
adoptedin other circumstances,as when suweying in a magnetic orc body ( where
compassesmay prove unreliableand other referencesmust be adopted)or when
coring undergroundwith equipmentstandardized
for subverticaldrilling ( making a
venical referencedirection more convenient).

Geologicalconventionand convenienceof expressionhave led to the development
of many different terms for describing the orientation of linear and planar features
and their interrelationships.

Before proceeding with further discussion, it is

worthwhile to describe some of the more widely used orientation terminology. These
descriptionsare based on generallyaccepteddefinitionsq/hich can be found in a
variety of sources( Ragan 1973, Phillips 1971, hicst 1985, Hoek & Brry 1974,
Hoek & Brown 1980 ).

2.r.2

Orientations of Linear Features

BEARING

The acute horizontal angle between a line and a reference
direction (usually one of the four major directions N,S,E or
\V).

AZMUTH

The clockwise horizontal angle between a line and the
north reference direction.

INCLINATION

The angle between a line and the horizontal plane,
measured downward.

DECLINATION

The angle between a lioe and the horizootal plane measured
upward. It is important not to confuse this measure with
magtetic declination which will be defined in the next
section.

ZEMTH ANGLE

The angle between a line and the vertically upward
direction or Zenith.

NADIR ANGII,

The angle between a line and the vertically downward
direction or Nadh.

PLUNGE

This is the term used most often in geologicalreferences
and by this author to define the downward angle of a
lineation measuredftom the horizontal plane. This term is
equivalentto inclination. Negative plunge is equivalentto
positivedeclination.

TREND

This is the term used most often in geologicalreferences
and by this author to define the horizontal angle betrveen
true or apparent (ie. magnetic) North and the direction of
pcitive plunge of a lineation.
Ncverthelesg if this
measureis associatedwith a negative plunge, the trend is
the azimuth of the negativevector describedand not of is
positivecounterpart. Trend is equivalentto lhe azimuthof
a vector.

vertical
Plane

--?

horizontal
plane

AZIMUTH
or
TREND
INCUNATION

or
PLUNGE

NADIR ANGLE

Figurc 2.1: Orientationsof vectors in 3-D space

2.13

Relationship of Trend 8nd Plunge to Cartesian
Coordinates

For implementationin analyticalanalysisor computerprocessingit is efEcietrt,as
discusse4 to convert the above angular relationships into cartesian coordinates or
direction cosines (the two tem$ are equivalent if the vector described is of unit
lengh). If a sct of axes is adopted, represcntedby the north, eest and dowtr
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direaiong tbeo the respectivedirection cosines,I , of a vector can be calculatedas
(Priest 1985):
L*
I.L-

= cos( trend ) * cos( pl"nge )
= sin( trend ) x cos( plunge )
= sin( plunge )

(eq. 21)

Not€ that only two angular paramete6 arc rcquired to uniquely define an orietrtation
in three dimensions. The same is true for direction cosines since the cartesian
coordinatesof a unit vector are relatedby the relationship:
(eq.2.2)

\.*'+L-'+\..,t=1

nd

unit vector
(length = 1)

Down
Figurc 22: Angular and Cartesianexprcssionof veclors
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Attitudes of Planes
The plunge of a vector representing the maximum
downward angle betwecn a plane and the horizontal
reference plane. Occasionally the term hade may be used
by gcologistsin defining a planc. This is the complement
of dip and is the nadir angleof the dip vector.

DIP DIRECTION

Thc azimuth of the dip vector. Unless otherwise state4 rhe
two above definitions will be used in this work Note,
however, that the t€rms dip and dip direction are used
occasionallyto rcfer to other relationships.For slample, the
'maximurndip' vector or 'core dip angle' of a discontinuity
in a drill core is the maximumanglebetweenthe planeand
the downholecorc axis. The 'core dip direction' is then the
clocklise angle between the core dip vector and some
referenceline such as the top of core.

STRIKE

The azimuth of a horizontal linc in a plane. The strike will
always be perpendicularto lhe tnre dip of a plane.

Figurc 23: Attitudes of Planes(after ltroek & Bray 1974)

l1

2.r.5

Orientations

of Plane-Plane and Line-Plane Relationships

APPARENT DIP

The plunge of a line of interseclionbetweena plane and a
vertical referenceplane not parallel to the maximum dip
vector. This value will always be less than the true dip of
the plane being measured.In other words this measureis
the inclination of a plane measuredin a direction not
perpendicularto the strike of the plane.

PITCH OTRAKE

The angle of a lineation(ie. a slickensideor shearetching
on a plane) or of an intersectionline as measuredin a
plane from the plaoe's recordedstrike direction.Note that
apparentdip is a specialcaseof pitch where the reference
plane is vertical.

SOLID ANGLE

Tbe minimum angle between any two linear or planar
features.

CONE ANGLE

The minimum angle betweenthe surfaceof a mne and its
axis of radial symmetry.

Pitch of IDtersecuon
Line in Plane A

STRIKE OF B

Apparent Dip of
Ple!€ A id PlaDe B

Figurc 2.4: Interplanerelationsbips(after Phillips 1971)

t2
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NORI\{AL VECTOR OR POLE TO A PIANE

While the planar definitiols of. st/ileldip ot of. dipldip dbection are sufficient to
uniquely define the orientationsof planar features,many analysis proceduresare
more effectivelycarriedout by dealing\tith poles or normalvectorsto plaDes.

The normal or pole to a plane is a line which is perpendicularto the plane. The
orientationof this line expressedin trend and plunge also uniquely define the
attitudeof its associatedplane.While every planehas two associatedpole directions
(emanating from either side of the plane) it is more common to refer to the
downwardnormal to a non-verticalplane.This is the conventionusedby the author
to define the positive pole or normal.

Pol.

PluD8.

Polc Tr.Dd

= mo
= Pl.D€

-

Pl.n.

Dip

Dip Dlr.

+

18o'

DllccUoD

tr'igurt 2.5: Pole - planerelationships
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PI.ANAR RET.ATIONSHIPS AND DIRECTION
COSINES . DOT AND CROSS PRODUCTS
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While the orientation definitions discussedare convenientfor measurementand
visualizationof planar relationshipsin the fiel4 they do not provide convenient
expressionsfor the analytical calculationof such relationships.Vector analysisof
orientationrequiresan altemativeforrn of expression.The conversiorlfor example,
of a planarorientations, expressedin tcrms of dip and dip direction,to a triplet of
direction cosines for the pole or normal vector to the plane, permis efficient
calculatiou of relationshipssuch as angle of intersectionbetween planes and
orientationof tbeir line of intersection(Spiegel1974,Goodman1970. It also assisrs
in efficient statistical analysis of orientation trenG.

Once the pole vecors for a set of planes have been converted to direction cosines
()') as discussedearlier, the angle of intersectionbetu/eenany two planes A and B
can be detemrined,for example.This angle is equivalento the solid angle between
the poles. This can be determined graphically or analytically from the following
relationsbip:

Pole to planeA = { }'^..." , 1".- , I*
Pole to planeB = { L*
A B = I,.-..' L-"

, L-

}

, 1".-, }

+ 1..,-' L.- * l.*"'

t*

= cos E

(eq. 2.3)

whercI is the solid rngle betweeonormals
(and alsobetweenplanes)A and B.
Notice how this relationship, called the dol prduct of A and B, resemblesequation
2"2 Sioce thc angle between a normal asd i6clf is Q the cosine on the right side
of the equation is equal to 1.

t4
The direction cosinescan also be used to compute the orientationof the line ol
intersectionbetweentwo planes.This formulationis called the crossproducl and is
somewhatmore involved.The crossproductof two vectors(in this casethe polesto
planesA & B) is definedas follows:

AxB=

{ }'^-L-,.
i',**L-"
l^-tL-

- t^r-' L.- '
- I^-n 1".-. '
- l".-L-o
)

(eq. 2.4)

The aboveresultanttriplet comprisesthe directioncosinesfor the line of intersection
betweenplanesA and B. If desired,the equations2.1 can be used to obtain the
trend and plungeof this calculatedlinear orientation.

It is important to note that these relationshipsare for unit vectors. Vectors with
magnitudesgreaterthan one can be dealt with in a similar fashion as would be the
case when dealing with vectors representingforces in an analytical rock-wedge
stability analysis.The cartesiancoordinatesin these equationswould no longer be
equivalentto the direction cosines The right hand side of equation2.2 would be
equal to the square of the vector magDitude.Similarly, the right hand side of
equatiotr2.3 would becomelAllBlcosf; where lAl and lBl are rhe scalar magnitudes
of the two vectors.

For complcx analysis of geometrical relationships,cartesian vector notation is very
useful. It does Dot, however, easily facilitate intuitive visualization or field
measuremetrt.
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2.4

ORIENTATION MEASUREMENT

2.4.1

Field Measurement

There are a number of metbodsfor measuringthe orientationsof linear and planar
featuresin the field. The prefened techniquewill dependto a large degreeon the
type of survey and the reasonsfor performing the survey.

is the selectionof two referencedatums.The first
The first stage in measurement
datum will usually be the horizontalplane.This plane can easily be referencedwith
a bubble level or a plumb-bob.Altemative selectionsfor this datum include the
zenith or nadir directions (vertically up or vertically down respectively).An
analogousleferencefor measurement
of drill core discontinuitieswould be the doryn
core a:ds.

The selection of the second datum can be more involved. True nonh is the most
common reference.Alternatives include magnetic north, mine grid north (an arbitrary
reference for mine plans) or a tunnel aris or surveyed lineation. Drill core
measurements
can be made with respectto a top of core marker line. Selectionof
this datum will be governed by situation restrictiong convenienceand measuring
equipEent us€d. It is useful, however, to statrdardisethe notation of an orientation
databaseafter the measuremetrts
are made,

The referenceorientationswhich will be used in most of this work will be true
nofth and the horizontalplane. A summaryof conventionalmethodsfor measuring
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orientationsof planar features is given in Hoek & Bray 1974. Orientations may be
obtained ftom st€reoscopicexamination of aerial or ground based photographsand
computer enhancementof video or still photography(Franklin and Dusseault 19g9,
Peaker1990).Tbe experienceof tbis author is primarily with manualmappingusing
or a carpenter'srule (clinorule).
a variety of magneticcompasses

A pocket transit such as tbe Brunton coEpass is well suited for measuremenbof
litreations.It is composedof a magnetic compasswith articulated sighting arms for
improved accuracy-It also has a number of bubble levels and a clinometer(dip
indicator) with vernier precision. This device is also well adapted for the
of planeorientationson a large scalesince is operationis very similar
measurement
to the vorkingS of a complete surveying trensil Measuremenb of strike can be
made by sighting along a horizotrtal line through the plane being measured.Dip
measureEentscan be made with the cliDoEeter.

When a large number of planar measur€mentsis required, a CIar typ, compass,zts
describedin Hoek and Bray 1974 , is more convenient.It possessesa folding planar
back with an angular Eeasure on the hinge. Placing this back against the plane
being measured and lwelling the conpass allows measurementof dip and dip
direction in one step instead of the two required with the Brunton or Silva type
compas€s.

Whcn suneying in map.etic envfuonmentqcornpasseswill not gve corred azimuth
readings.In this case a devie catled a clirande should be eoployed, This device is
compcs€dof two straight rulers which are johed by a hinge centred on the pivot

t
t'l
point of a protractoror angularmeasure.one of the ruler units should also have a
bubble level. A suweyedreferenceline of lnown orientationis markedwith a tape
or string. Relative strike is measuredftom this line and oompensatedlater. Dip
measuresare recordedusing the clinoruleas a clinometer.It is iEportantto measure
dip in a consistentdirection such as positive dip in thc direction of the recorded
scanlinetrend.

Thc anount of accwacy and precision i[herent in each measuremetrtshould be
determinedby the importanceof the individual measure.For examplewhen tsacing
a ftult over tbe ground surhce for the purposeof predicting is position at depth, a
very precise and accuratemeasurewith a Bruuton type compassis in order. When
mapping several hundred joint planes in a mine drift network for statistical
determinationof dominant trends, quick and numerousmeasurements,possibly at the
expenseof accuracy, are more appropriarcand a Oar type compassshould be used.
ln general however, selection of the measurenenttool may be simply a matter of
personalpreference.

2.4.1

Magnetic Declination

It is importatrt,when using 1 6aerneticcompassfor determinationof trend, strike, or
dip direction (ie. azimuth or bearing measuren€nts), to be aware of. magetic
&clitution and its sipificance. since magr€tic north and true north are not always
coincident,a coEection must be made to all compassmeasurements.The convention
used in this work is as follows. The mapetic declination c:n be calculated by
subhacting the apparent azimuth (with respect to magnetic north) from the true
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azimuth.From this definition,west magneticdeclinationis positive and is addedto
all compassreadingswhile eastmagneticdeclinationis negative.

2.43

Notation for Orientation Measurements

Thereare Dum€rousconventionsfor the numericalrecordingof orieDtationdata.One
source of variation is the use of either bearing or azimuth notation for records of
horizontal angles such as trend, strike and dip direction. Traditionat bearing notation
utiliz€s a combinationof refereucecompasspoinB and numericalvaluesto express
relative orientation,while azimuth is usually expressedas a single numericalvalue
(from 0 to 360) representingthe clockwise angle tom true north- For example, the
beariag measure of Szl0W (read south 40 degrees west) is equivalent to the
azimuth meisure 220. Similarly the bearing NNW (read north-northwest)is equal to
the azimuth337.5 (halfwaybetweentrorth and northwestcompasspoins). When the
uscr is accustomed!o bearitrg measnre,the notatioo is very effeaive in facilitating
visualization of the oriented features.Azimuth measwe, however, is less susceptible
to misinterpretationby the unacquaintedand is less cumbersomewhen processing
large amounts of orientation data or utilizing analytical methods or computer
prograns" Azimuth notation will be used throughout this worh

The vertical angles of plunge or dip arc usually expressedas a single nrrmedanl
value betwe€n 0 and 90 (angle with respect to the horizontal). There are some
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exceptionssuch as the vertical angle in borehole orientation.This is typically
measuredfrom the zenith and rangesfrom 0 to 180.

The azimuth measureis usually expressedas a three digit irteger with leading zeros
if necessary(if the azimuthis lessthan 100). Likewisethe vertical angleis recorded
as a two digit integer with leading zeros for values less than 10. This notation
distinguishes betweenhorizontal and vertical angles in orientationpairs (ie use
O73145
iasteadof.73/45).Note that the degrecsymbol (") is left out in this notation.
If a higher degree of precision is required, a division of the degree udt into
minutesand secondsmay be used as an alternativeto decimalexpression(ie. either
075" 15' 36' or 075.26").Such precisionis only used in very accuratesurveyingor
specificgeologicalanalysis. Natural lineationsand planar featuresposs€sstoo much
spatial variability, however, to make measurementprecision gr€ater thatr d).5"
meaningful. Integer azimuth and integer vertical engle notation will

be used

throughoutmost of this work-

Variability in orientation expression arises from differences in the way planar
feahues are measured.While linear featuresare expressedprimarily using trend and
plunge in geological worh planar features are comruonly measuredusing dip and
dip direction or one of two strike and dip conventions. Table 2.1 describes the
different conventions.
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ORIENTATTONCONVENTIONS
FOR LINEATIONS AND PI-{NES

BEARING
NOTATION

AZMUTH
NOTATIO

TREND/PLI]NGE
(Linear features)

s60E/35

r20135

DIP/DIPDIRECTION
lo this work dip will proceeddip

55N60W

55/300

STRIKE/DIP -genericIn this notation, a plane can have one
of two strike measures,independentif
the dip orientation. The nearest
compasspoint to the dip direction is
therefore appended to the dip to
preventambiguity.

N30ry55NW
s30w55NlV

030/55NW
-or210/55Nw

STRIKE/DIP -right hand ruleThe handedness indicated can be
hterpreted as follows. The hand
indicated is held outstretchedwith the
palm down, fingers extended and
thumb held at 90 degrees to the
fingers. If the fingers point down dip,
the thumb indicates the direction of
strikc. Alternatively, if a compass is
held in the palm-up hand with the
fingers pointing in the direction of
snike, the thumb will point in the
dircction of dip.

s30w55

2L0155

STRIKE/DIP -left hand rule-

N30W55

030/55

(eg. pole to
a plane)

directiotr in all planar measures to
avoid confirsion with strike and dip
notation. This is, however, only the
conventionof this author. other works
may use other conventions.
-or-

Table 2.1. In this work, the azimuthconventionsof trend/plunge,dip/dip
direction,
-planes.
and right handed strike/dip will be used for lineations1nd
Othei
easuremeDls
such as interplane angle, and apparcntdip will be expressedas simple
degreemeasures

a
I

a1

I
I

3.0

SPHERICAL PROJECTION

3.1

INTRODUCTION

Direction cosines and angular relationshipsin plan and section both provide
effective meansfor visualizationof single lineationsand planes in space.Vector
analysis using the cosine approach permits more complex analyses of interplane
relationshipswhen two or more planesor lines are involved.When many planesare
involved,however,or when very aditrary relationshipsneed!o be determined,even
particularlywhen one considersthis method'slack
vedor algebraprovesinadequate,
of visualizationappeal.

Traditional graphical solutions prove useful for resolving certain orientatioD
relationships.Considerthe following slernple solution for determinationof a line
and angle of inters€ctiotrbetweetrtwo planes:

tr'igurc 3.1: Graphical Determinationof Line of Intersection for Two
Planes(after Ragan 1973)
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compare this solution to equations2.3 and 2.4 using direction cosines.For more
complex and arbitrary problems,such graphical solutionsare more versatile than
analyticalmethodsbut can prove to be prohibitivelycumbcrsome.A more adequate
two dimensional graphical tool is required for solving three dimensional
relationships.

Such a tool was developedin the second century B.C and revived by modem
for the study of crystal morphologyand optics (phi[ips 197f). The
crystallographers
method of spherical projection is now a fundamentaltml of geoscientistsand
engineers,who use it for statistical reduction of orientationtrends (priest 19g5,
Hoek & Bny 1974, Ragan1973, Za\bak 1977),kinematicand srabitityanalysisfor
blocky ground (Priest 1980, Priest 1985, McMahon l97l)

solution of arbitrary

geologicalrelationships(Ragan 1973, Goodman1976) and studiesof in situ stress
tields and seismicbehaviour(Park f983, Markland 1974).

POIIII TR^CE OP POI.E VECIOR

.,.,,.

Figure 32: Spherical traces of planes and normals (afler Phillips
t97r)
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PROJECTION METIIODS

The generalprinciplesof the method are basedon the conceptof a spherewith a
centre poitrt tbrough which all lineations and planes are assumedto pass (remember
that it is the orieDtationswhich are to be studiedand not the spatial relationships).
This is called the reference splEre. V@tots or linear orientations can then be
by their points of intersectionwith the surfaceof the sphere.Similarly,
represented
by the circular tracescreatedas they intersectthe surface
planesciln be represented
of the sphere.These tracesare called great cinles. One of two proceduresmay then
be used to transform thesepoins and traces into two dimensional projectio$.

32.L

Equal Angle Projection

This method of projection also known as the Wulff projection begins with the
arbitrary division of the reference sphere into two hemispheres.Since every vector
and plane has equivalent and diametrically oppositetraces in each half of a divided
sphere,only one half is required to expressall orientation information. This work
will follow common geomechanicalconventionand utilize the lower hemisphere.
The samegeneral principles apply to any arbirary hemisphere.

An imaginaryray emanatingAom the zenith (or its relative equivalentif the lower
hemisphereis not being used) traces the points and great circles of intersection on
the lower hemisphere.The conespondingpoints and curves, traced on the horizontal
dianeter plane as ir intersecisthis ray, form the equal angle projection or stereonet.

mathematically
by the following retationships:
This processcan be expressed

S.cab
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xy
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n sino.tan(t -
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- R cosd!
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Rcos co tan(90 - Fo)

Rr = R/sinFo
Figurt 3.4: Eeual angl6 relationships(after Priest 1985)
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This term eEul angle is derived from the preservation of angular relationships
which this metbod ensures.This property is reflected in the fact that e small circle,
or the trace of a cone on the surfaceof the referencesphere,is represented
by an
undistorted circle on the projection. The relative size of the projected circle with
respect to is associatedcone trace, however, will very depending otr the proximity
of the circle to the centre of the projection(ie. the angle of the cone axis with
respectto the nadir of the sphere).As the small circle's distoncefrom the centreof
the stereonet ircreases, the larger the projecrcd circle becomeswith respect to the
real coue traceon the referencesphere.It is importantto note that the centreof the
cooe trace on the reference sphere will not plot as the centre of the associated
projected small circle unless the cone is centred about the vertical axis. The
constructiotrof a projectedsmall circle is describedin Priest 1985,along with proof
of angularpreservation.It should be not€d that this specific methodwas originally
called s'Ercographic projection. This term has come to describe any form of
spherical projection and will be so usedthroughoutthe rest of this work.

32.2

Equal Area Projection

In this metho4 pole points, great circles and small circle traces in the lower
hemisphereare rotatd tkough a circular arc, centredon the nadir of the sphere,to
the horizontal plaDe tangent to the base of the sphere. Tbe resuh'nt projection is
then normalized to the radius of the reference sphere to form the equal area
stereoDet.

--

EOUATORIAL
PLANE

Flguro 3.5: Thc cqrul ereaprojcaim
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The equal area or Schnidt projection follows the following transformation
relationshiPs:

azimuth = tretrd

r

=

R'(r'2)'cos(45+plungeZ)

(eq.3.2)

where R is the radius of the stereonet
r is the radial distatrceof the projectedpoitrt
y'2 is a scalingfactor

The equations for the curve of a projected great circle are mote complex in this
method.The great circle doesnot plot as a circular arc in this projectionunlike the
equal angle procedure.Ukewise, cone tracesdo not plot as small circles exceptin
the case of cones centred otr a vertical axis. Both features plot as higher order
curves which will not be derived here. The main advantageof this projection
method is that it does not suffer from the areal distortioD of the equal angle
projection.This means;61 gaample,that an area such as that enclosedby a circle
of consr4ntradius on the projection,representsthe same amount of area on the
referencesphere regardlessof its position. The circle will not however representa
geometrically similar circle on the sphereunless it is positioned at the centre of the
projection. In other words, areal relationships ate presewed in this method while
geometrical relationships are distorted; the opposite is true of tbe equal angle
projection. Attewell and Farmer (197Q give an analytical proof of the areal
preservationinherent in the equal ar€a stereonet.
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ReferenceGrids

It is commonto plot poles and planeson projectionsusing a stereonetgrid overlay.
Two main typ€s are used in this case. The first is the polar net. This grid is
composedof radial lines representingazimuth incrementsand a set or concentric
circles representingincrementsof plunge or dip. The secondis the equatorialnet.
This net includes a set of great circles of equal azimuth (ie. strike) and incremented
dips. A set of small circles centred about the strike linc of the great circles
representsincremensof apparentdip or pitch in eachof the great circle planes.The
terms polar and equatorialcan be misleading.Both trets are generally us€d ro
representthe same hemisphere(the lower hemispherein this work) and the real
equator of the reference sphere is representedby the perimeter of the projected
stereonet. The polar net is more convenient for ploning of poles and other
lincations, while the equatorial net is us€firl for the plotting and manipulation of
planes.Figure 3.6 shows the graphical origins of the two overlay types.

Figurt 3.6: Origin of r€ferenc€ stereonets(after Hoek
and Bray 1974)
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Hock & Bray (197a) as well as Priest(1985)cotrtainhigh quality tull size reference
grids which can be reproducedand usedfot accuate manualstereonetmanipulation.
They are shown here reducedfor comparison.

Pohr dud{qE

E4r||ro.id .qrd{r.|.

Poh aqual.rEa acl.

!6.

!s.

EquSorial aCud-ara n€.

Figurc 3.7: Referencestereonetsfor manual calculations(after Priest 1985)
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USES OF STEREOGRAPHIC PROJECTION

projection can be used to facilitate analysisof any physical problem
Stereographic
where orientation is an important factor.

Principlein-situ stressesmay be presentedas points (vectors)on a stereonet.Where
have been taken and measurement
large amountsof measurements
variability makes
analysisdifficult, the stereonetmay be used to visually resolve principle stress
directions(Markland 1974).

Stereographicprojection can be used in a similar fashion to resolve orientation
trends in the fields of structural geolog5r(Ragan 1973, Hoek & Bray 1974, Zaabak
1977, Priex,t 1985) or any other field where large amoutrrsof highly variable
measurements
have been made and where the analytical resolutionof multimodal
orientation trends becomes prohibitive. The stereonet makes use of the human
brain's facility for pattern recognitionwhich is difficult to dupticategyga tfu'orgh
the use of computer tecbnology. Relationships which can be resolved from the
stereonetplots of multiple data units include maximum conc€ntrationsof poles or
mean poles for clustersof orientationsas well as the fold axis determinedby the
conespondingplane of best fit throughjoint or bedding poles on the arms of the
fold. Contouring methodswhich aid in the reduction of orientation trends from large
samplesof higbly variabledatawill be discussedin the next sectioD.

The stereonetcan be used in analysis of seismic data. For example, the orientations
of the primary slip planes responsible for a seismic event catr be resolved by
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plotting vector orientationsrepresentingthe orientationof the epicentrewith .respect
to the recording locations and using symbols to indicate the compressiveor
expansivenature of the first wave arrival at each location.A pair of perpendicular
great circles are then manipulatedto sepante the regionsdominatedby either socalled

'push' or 'pull' vectors.These planesthen repres€ntthe
surfaceof slip and

the planenormal to thc directionof slip @ark 1983).

Analysis of a number of geological phenomenasuch as oriented elongation of
conglomeratepebbles,oriented clast fabrics in glacial tills, and acicular crystal
fabrics in igneous and metamorphic rocks can be carried out using stereographic
projectionfor determinationof previousstressand flow histories@ark 1983, Ragan

Lnq.

Goodman (197Q gives a coDstructioo for the direction of greatest compressive
strengthof a jointed rock mass A number of poles representingnormals to joint
planesare plotted on a stereonet.Small circles with cone angles representingthe
friction angle oo the resp€ctivejoint planesare drawn, centred od the associated
pole orientations.The centroidof the region on the projcctionwhich is common to
all small circleg if such a region exists, representsthe direction of maximum
compressivestrength since full intact strength may be mobilised in this direction
without inducingjoint slip.

Relationshipsbetween distinct planes and lineations which can be analytically
complexare graphicallysimple using the stereonet.The following is an analysisof
the relationshipbetweentwo planes:

JJ

Figurc 3.t: C,alculationof angle and line of inters€ctionusing stereonets(after
Priest 1985)

Comparethis solution to equationsLl - 2.4 and the graphical solution in figure 3.1.
The opposite calculation (that is, determination of a plaaes tnre orientation from
apparentdip or inrcrsection pitch in anothcr plane) is possiblc with no increase in
complexity(Priest 1985, Phillips 1971),Tbe samecannotbe said for the analytical
solution.
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Another example of the flexibility of stereographicprojection is illustrated in the
following example.A marker horizon such as a consolidatedvolcanic ash layer is
found in two non-paralleland non-orienteddrill cores. The true orientationof this
bed catr easily be derived using the proceduresoutlined in Ragan 1973 and Priest
1985. These references,as well as, Pbillips 1971, Goodman 1976 and Hoek &
Bny 1974,all containmany other examplesof graphicalsolutioDsusitrgstereonets.

projectionof particular interestto rock mechanics
One applicationof srcreographic
and excavationengineeringis the method's suitability to multiple plane wedge
stability analysisfor slope faces or undergroundexcavations@riest 1980 ,Hoek &
Brown 1980,Lucas 1980,McMahon 191).

The geaeralprinciple of kinematic assessmentof rock wedges above an underglound
excavationis illustratedin figure 3.9.

The great circles to a group of planes can be plotted on a lower hemisphere
projecrion as shown. If the wedge indicated by the shaded region between the
planesenclosesthe centreof the net, the wedgeis free to fall without sliding under
the influence of gravity. If the wedge does not contain the centre but poss€ssesa
side or edge (vertex of the projectedwcdge) which falls inside a small circle whose
radiusrepresents
the complimentof the friction angle, the wedgewill fail by sliding
along tbe respectiveedge or side. If none of the above casesare true, the wedge
will be stable (under gravity loading).

Failure

Failure
( 0

by gravity

fall

by gravity

sliding

= tirqtroN ^Ncu )

Stable Wedge Conditions
Figurc 3.9: Kinematic and stability ass€ssmentof rock wedges (after Hoek and
Brown 1980)
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Similar methods may be used for analysis of sliding and toppling poteDtialiD
jointed rock slopes (Hoek and Bray 1974, McMahon L971, Lucas 1980) and on
ngn-horizontal faces of surface and undergroundexcavations.This latter tecbnique
utilizes inclined hemisphereprojection (the projection uses a hemispherewith a nonhorizonlalequator)and is discussedin detail in Priest 1980 & Priest 1983.

This construction can bc used in conjunction with standard gfaphical techniquesto
recreateactual block geometry and prop€rtiessuch as volume and weight Qloek and
Brown 1980).

Thc combination of graphical stereonetsand vector algebra for analysis of stability
involving non-vertic{rl loads (eg. cable forces) is discussedin Priest 1985 as well.
Examplesof problems with more than three planes and complex loadings are also
solvcd in Priest 1980.
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3.4

REDUCTION AND ANALYSIS OF MULTIPLE
ORIENTATION MEASTIREMENTS

3.4.r

Introduction

Tbe previoussection dealt with meansof analyzingrelationshipsbetweendistinct
tinear and planar features.On their own, thesemethodsare usefi on a very local
scale if the featuresinvolved are small, or on a regionalscale in the caseof well
defined fault or intrusion features for example. In many caseg however, reliable
analysis can nrely be performedusing a few isolated measurements
due to the
variability of in-situ prop€rties atrd structue found in most natural systems.In the
case of in-situ stress determination,many measuremeDts
may be required before a
reliable estimateof magnitudesand orieDtationof regionalprinciple sEessescan be
made.Similarly, the determinationof regionalor even local structuraltrendsin rock
massesmay require hundredsof measurements
to be statistically acceptable.

Regional orientation trends cen be estimatcd:

- by visual determinationon site
- analytically using a nnmber of statisticalvector methods
- by visual analysisof stereonetpole plots
- by visual analysisof contouredstermnets
- using a combination of the above techniques
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ln the case of structuralanalysisof rock masses,the first approachcan be utilised
in situationswhere well conelatedjoint s€ts are present and the working space
allows for several viewing points in order to objectively ass€ssthe dominant
orientations. This method must inevitably involve a great deal of subjective
judgement.The orientationof an tunnel or mining drift for examplewill have a
profound effect on the frequency of outcrop and the visual dominanceof a
particularset of similarly orientedplanes. This makes objectivevisual assessment
of primary orientation trenG difficult atrd often unreliable.

3.4.2

Analytical Methods

A numberof analyticalmeanshave been developedfor the statisticatreductionof
orientationdata. The methodsdescribedin the literature (CANMET 1977, priest
1985, Markland 1974, Fisher 1953) deal primarily with orienrationdata which is
monomodalor clusteredabout a single mean direction. Some deal with several
mutually ortbogonal orientations. In general no methd was found in the literature
which seemedcapableof resolving multiple independentorientadonsets from a
5ingle database.Nevertheless,several of these methods prove effective in analyzing
singleorientationclustersand will be describedhere.

The simplest computationwhich can be performedon a cluster is that of mean
orientationby vector addition (Priest 1985, Fisher 1953, Golder Ass. 1979). This
oethod involves the conversion of angular measurementsto direction cosines
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(equation2.1) and the summationof the respectivecomponenrs( >L*
>\-,

, >f*

,

) to form a resultant vector. Each componentof this resultant is then

normalized(divided by the total length of the vector) yielding the direction cosines
of the mean vector.

When using the lower hemisphereconventio ; for orientationmeasurement
(plunge
and dip) there is an important point to remember.When the cluster of vectors
representsa mean orientatioDwhich is subhorizontal,an extra step must be taken
before calculating the mean as describedabove. If, for example, part of the
orientationdata rrnges betweentrendsof 120 atrd 160 and rangesbetweenplunges
of 0 and 2O while the rest of the data ranges in trend from 300 to 340 and in
plunge ftom 0 to 15, one of these two groups of vectors must be reversed
(multipliedby -1) beforeperforminga summationof cosines.If this is not done, rhe
mean vector will be directed downwards, midway between the two clusters. To
better visualize this problem,imagine a group of subverticalplanesstriking in the
samegeneraldirection - nonh, for example.Some of the platresdip steeplyto the
east,while others dips steeply to the west. They all, however, representthe same set
of discontinuities. If the downward normals are used in the mean vector calculation
describedhere with no convcrsion, the mean normal wilt point downwards and the
mean plane will be subborizontal,atr obviously incorrect solution. The direction
cosinesconesponding to the normals of either the east or the west dipping planes
must be multiplied by -1 beforc summation with thc rest of the group in order to
achievethe correct result. This limitation" which is not mentionedin any of the
rdcrenccs liste4 mates this method diffrcult to implemen! even for monomodal
'black box' analysis.
distibutions,in a non-subjective,

7'
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An altemative and more flexible approachis outlined by Markland 1974. This
method employs a procedurecalled eigenanalysis(Speigel 1974, Watson 1966).
Eigenvectors,[X]"r, and their associatedeigenvalues, p , for a general n x n
matrix Ml are determinedby satisfyingthe equation:

lMln^ [X]"* = FlXl"n

(eq. 3.3a)

the three eigenvalueqI are thereforethe roots of the cubic equatiotrderived from:

det(p[]-tlvfl)=0

(eq. 3.3b)

where det is the determinantand []

is the identity matrix. Tbe eigenvectorfor

eigenvaluecan be back calculatedfrom equation3.3a.
eachassociated

For the analysis of poles clustered about a pa icular axig Markland assemblesthe
maEix M:

tMl =

>l'

)Lm,

)l'4

)mJ'

)-,'

)m,nt

)qt

)qq

)q'

(eq. 3.4)

where l,m,n are the directioncosinesof eachsampleorientation.

The matrix M has three possible eigenvaluesand associatedeigenvectors.Markland
describesthe significance of the threc eigenvectors in the following way. If each
measuredpole is assumedto bave a particle of unit weight attachedto its axis
where it intersects the unit reference sphere, the eigenvectorsrepres€nt the axes

4t
wbich provide the maximum, intemediate and minimum momentsof inertia when
the sphereis spun aboutthem.The momentof inertia for a given pole, is calculated
value
by multiplying the massof the bead(which can be one or somerepresentative
for stresg force, etc.) by the square of the distancebetween the unit pole vectors
head and the axis of rotration. The total momentof inertia for the whole data set
would be the sum of these values. Markland's analogy is incorrect in that it is
inplied that the maximum eigenvalueconespondsto the axis of maximum moment
of inertia in this system.The oppositeis in fact the case.

with the maximumeigenvalue,conespondsto the axis of
The eigenvectorassociated
minimum moment of inertia and therefore, represents the mean vector for the
cluster.This methodshould yield the samemean orientationas the vector addition
method describedearlier. The advantageof this method is that there is no need to
convert any vectors to their negative equivalentsfor subhorizontaldata clusters.The
momentof inertia of a pole vector with respect!o an arbitraryaxis is the sarneas
the value for the negativc pole vector.

This method also allows for the calculation of a best fit plane tbrongh vectors
wNch have a girdlc distributionsuch as the normalsto beddingor joints on a fold.
The eigenvector associated with the minimum eigenvalue (and the maximum
moment of inertia) for such a data s€t representsthe normal to the best fit plane. In
the casc of a fold, this vector repres€ntsthe fold axis.

For completeanalysisof a pole cluster,the maximumeigenvalueis associatedwith
the mean vector, while the minimum and intermediate eigenvalues conespond to
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normal to the planesrepres€ntingthe maximumand minimum axes of
eigenvectors
the elliptical cone defitring an asymmetricalpole concentration.The relative
maglitudesof the eigenvaluesreveal informationabout the degreeof clusteringof
the orientationdata. Three identicaleigenvaluesindicatea uniform distributionwith
tro clustering.One small value and two fairly similar large ones indicatepole data
distributedabout a plane (normals about a fold). One large value and two much
smallerones indicatesclusteringabout a mean vector. In this case equivalenceof
the two smaller values indicates a symmetricalcluster about the mean while a
difference between the two smaller values gives a measure of asymmetry of the
distribution.

Once theseaxes have been determined,then a numberof methodsmay be used to
describethe distributionin detail. Tbe most commonstatisticalanalysisprocedureis
based on a radially symmetrical Frsfrer distribution, an adaptation of two
dimensionalnomral distribution to data on the surfaceof a sphere (Fisher 1953,
Priest 1985). Bivariate normal distributionscan also be used when the data is
asymmetrical(CANMET L977, Zafiak 1977, McMahon 1971).

Markland discussesother uses for the eigenanalysismethod such as the reductios of
multiple iD-situ stress DeasureDenls inlo mean principle stress directions and
magnitudes.Although there are three orientations being solved for here, they are
assumedto be mutually ortbogonal. This method still suffers from the inability to
solve for mean orientationsin a system with multiple and independentorienlation
clusters
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It is clear then, that even if theseanalyticalmethodsare to be usedfor the analysis
of field data, anotherproceduremust first be performedwhich can group orientation
data into clustersof association(about a mean pole or best fit plane as the case
may be) and, as will becomeapparent,rank clustersin order of relativedominance.

3.43

The Use of Stereographic Projection in Statistical
Analvsis of Orientation Data

The use of stereographicprojection in the statisticalreduction of orientationdata
'...powerful human ability for patternrecognitionand, therefore,...has
relies on the
considerablepractical advantagesover methodsbasedon vector procedureswhich
are purely mathematicaland difficult to envisage.'(McMahon 1971)

Such analysisbegins with the plotting of vectorson a stereonet.For analysis of
planar orientationsit is convenientto plot the normals rather than the plaoes
themselves.Visual analysis of multiple planar measurementsis far too cuEb€rsome
when the planesthemselvesare plotted(figure 3.10).

The poles or normals are used in preference to the maximum dip vectors for
reasons of convention. There is another practical reason for doing so, however.
Considera series of similarly oriented subhorizontalplanes. The maximum dip
vectorswill all plot as poinls near the p€rimeterof the net but will have widely
varying trends b€twe€n 0 and 360 degtees.This wide variation in azimuth makes
visual analysis less effective. If the poles are plotte4 however, the pole poins will
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be tigbtly clusteredabout the centre of the stereonet,making visual estimationof
meatr orientation simple and reasonablyaccuate. Conversely,consider a set of
subverticalplanesof varying strike or dip direction.where the subhorizontalplanes
could be consideredas relatedfamily in spite of a wide variation in dip direaion,
the samecannotbe said of the subverticalplaneg from a practicalpoint of view. If
dip vectors are plotte4 however, the resultant clustering about the centre of the net
gives the visual impressionthat such a family exists.The poleswould be distributed
aboutthe perimeterof the net and would not causesuch a confirsion.

Figurc 3.10: Stereographic projeclion of numerous planes
(after Phillips 1971)
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A plot of lineations or of normals to planes is terme4 simply, a pole plot.
Additional information may be combiDedwith the plotting of pole orientations.
Thougbthe use of symbolsor colourg informatjonsuch as joint coDtiDuity,surface
typ€, or, in the case of stress data, map.itudes of stresscan be plotted at each pole
point. This provides a visual comparisonof attributes to supplemeDtor assist in the
determinationof orieDtationclusters.

When a large number of data has been laken or when a number of closely aligned
have been made, it may become difficult to assess
orientafion measuremeDts
dominanttrends from the pole plot alone.Many of the pole points will overlap.A
similar plot may be created,usitrg symbols to representthe quantity of simitar
representedby each pole poinl This cleans up the polc plot and
measuremeDts
rweals multiple measuremeosotherwis€ concealedby overlapping pole points. This
form of pres€ntationis oftcn refened to as a scotterplot.

From these two plots, varying degrees of success can be achieved in visually
distinguishingdominant orientation trends.

Figurc 3.11: Manually generatedplot of 3(X poleson equalareastereotret

F
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3.4.42

Density Contouring on the Stereonet

If concentrationsof poles are well defined on the pole plot or scatter plot, no
further processingneed be carried out to separatethe data into orientation sets ard
to estimateapproximatemeanor modal directions.It is often difficult to accurately
tom a pole plot if a large quatrtityof data has
define dominantpole concentrations
been collected or if more thatr tbree clusters are pres€nt. Such clusters becomemore
clearlydefinedif the pole concenfationis contoued over the stereonet.

The conect interpretationof such contoursis as follows. The concentrationindicated
should represent the probability of pole occurrence within some specified angular
distanceof the orieDtationin question.That is to say, if any oriented feature is
chosen at random from the data set (and implicitly therefore, ftom the total
population in-situ), this chosen orietrtation has a probability of lying within a
defined rcgion about a reference point on the stereotret, as indicated by the
contoureddensity value at that referenc€point.

When contouring on a stereonet,it has proven efficient !o us€ a contouring region
as defined above, equivale to LVoof the area of the reference hemisphere(or 17o
of the projection area). A number of manual contouring methods have been
developedand are outlined in Phillips 1971, Pricst 1985, Hoek & Bray 1974,Hoek
& Brown 1980, Ragan 1973 and Denness1972.

,+8
The classicmethod is called the Schmidtmethodand involves the use of the equal
apa projectionand a movablecountingcircle. This circle has an area equivalentto
Lvo of. the stereonet.The counting circle can be centred on an arbitrary point on a
steraoretcontainingplottedpoles. All of the poles which fall within it are totalled.
This numberbecomesassociatedwith the countingpoint and when divided by the
total number of poles in the data s€t, repres€ntsthe pole conoentrationat that point
'percentageof poles pt lVo arca'.
express€das

The countingpoints can be arbitarily and subjecrivelydetermined.This method is
called the floating circle countiDgmethod. The circle would be us€d to scatr the net
utrtil a pole coDcentration conesponding to one of the predetermined contour
intcwals is found. lVo conc€nfiationintervalsare convenientfor manualcontouring.
The concentrationis recordedat this point. The counting circle is then moved about
the net, following a path which correspondsto this contour interval. The processis
repcatedthroughout the tret for different clusters and concentration intervals. This
method is very difficult and tedious as a first step in contouring. It is more useful
for refining a plot once crude contours have been generatedusing another method
(Hoek and Bray 1974).

A more comrnon method is the counting grid approach. A square grid is
superimposedon the pole plot. The counting circle is then centred on each of the
grid intersectionsand thc respective concentrationsnoted. The grid spacing should
be no more than half of the counting circle diameter to assure adequateoverlap
(Priest 1985). The resultant matrix of concentrationvalues must then be contoured.
This method is more efficient then thc floating circle approach but has some
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disadvantages.The grid point conc€ntrations are usually aactional concentration
vatues and contour lines must be subjeaively drawn between them. Additionally,
rrnlessthe centralPole
this methoddoesnot alwayscapturemaximumconcentratiotrs
of a density peak falls on a grid point.

Both counting circle techniquesrequire special attention when counting near the
perimeter of the slereonet.Counting circles which extend Past the perimeter of the
net must partially reenter on the opposite side of the neL This is due to the fact
that this procedure is a simulation of a spherical surface counting procedure.Poles
trear the perimeter of tbe net (equator of the sphere) have negative counterPadson
the oppositeside and thereforecontributeto countingcircle totals on either side of
the sbreonet.

This problem is overcome tbrough the usc of a twinned counting circle pair as
shown in figure 3.12. The twin circles arc kept at a fixed distance and pivot about
the centre of the stereonet.When one circle extends Past the perimeter of the net,
the area loss ouside the net is equivalent to the area of the opposite circle which
falls inside the oel There is an loss of area in this case, equivalent to
approximately10 percent of the counting circlc area (Attewell and Woodman, 1972)
as $own in figurc 3.13. In practice, howcvcr, this loss of area is not considered
significanl

'f[6

arm[66 of poles falling inside of both circle are summed and

recorded at the countitrg circle centre which falls inside the net. This value is
recordedat both c€trtrepoitrts if they fill on the circle perimeter.

F
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Figurt 3.12: C-ounting circle mcthod with perimcter countiDg tool
(after Phillips 1971)

COUNTING CIBCLE
//-

AREA LOSS
= lO%

.

OF COUNTING
CIRCI.E

STEREONETPERIMETER

Figure 3.13: L,ossof counting :uea neat perimeter of stereonet
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The following contouredstereonetwas geDeratedusing tbe countinggrid and circle
technique.The data is that shown in figure 3.11'
N
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Figurc 3.14: Stereonetwith pole concentrationcontoured using 1 Vo cotratiag
circle (data as in figure 3.1.1)
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One disadvantageof either counting circle tecbniqueis the areal distortion which
occursdue to the use of a countingcircle of fixed radius.The radius of a lVo area
countingcircle is equal to l0 Vo of the radius of the net from circular geometry.
Such a circle at the centre of the equal area projection subtendsan angle of
approximately16 degrees.At the perimeterof the net, this same circle subtendsan
angle of approximately22 degrees(Priest 1985).The use of an elliptical window
aear the perimeter would compensatesomewhat for this distortion (Stauffer 1966,
CANME'T 1977). This is an unpopular proceduralcomplication and is rarely done.

on the referencesphere,by a counting circle on the
The area,howeverrepresented
equalareastereonet,is constantregardlessof the locationof the circle (Attewell and
Farmer 1976). The distortion in this case is merely geometrical and means only
that a concentration representedon a contourcd stereonet correctly describes the
probability of pole occurrencewithin an area surroundingthe point in question. Thc
only problem is that for poins near the perimeterof the net, the counting poiot will
not representthe centroidof the area described.This will caus€atr enor in location
but not in magEitudeof the contourlines (Attewell and Woodman,1972).

The same catrnot be said for the equal angle projection. A constant radius circular
window subtends an angle of 23 degrees at the c€ntre of the net and only 12
degreesat the periDeter. While this distortion is only slightly gteater than for the
equal aree projection, the areal disortion is directly related to this difference in
cone angle. This distortion generatesinaccuraciesin both location and magtitude of
density contours.If a circular countitrg window is used with equal angle projection,
the circle must be made to increasein size near the perimeter of the net and
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decreasein size near the ccntre. This is prohibitively bothersomefor manual
contouring.The countingcircle methodsare thereforeonly efficient when usedwith
equal area Projection.

Other variationson cootouringmethodsemployingcountingcircles are summarized
iD Stauffer 1!55. One of particular interest for later discussion is the Mellis
procedurein which circles of lEo area are drawn on the net centred on the plotted
poles themselves.The concentrationsare then determinedby the number of circles
wbich overlapat a given point. This methodis similar to a reverseSchmidtfloating
circle techniqueand the two procedurescan be easily shownto be equivalent.

While there may be some statisticalvalidity in the use of circular windows for
coDtouringstereonets,the method can be rathcr cumbersome.Several researchers
have dweloped other methods for contouring. These generally involve the use of
templateoverlays which are divided into regions of equivalent represeDtativearea.
Thescfixed cells are then used in a similar fashionto the circular window to count
poleswithin their areas.One such overlay is the Kalsbeeknet describedin Ragan
1973.Shown in figure 3.15, it is completelydivided into triangles.Six of these
trianglesfomr a hexagonalarea which is equivalentto lTo of the total area of the
neL The total number of poles within each hexagon is recorded at the centre node
for later contouring as a percentageof thc total, Triangles at the pedmeter can be
coupledwith triangles on the opposite side of the net to form complete hexagons.
This method has the advantagethat daa insidc of each triangle is used by three
hexagonsresulting greater continuity of concenration values from node to node.
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This is similar to the overlapachievedin the Schmidtcounting grid method if the
grid spacingis less than one couDtingcircle radius.

Figurc 3.15: Kalsbeekcountingnet (after Ragan1973)

For both efficiency and accuracy,the best couoting overlays for general field
aaalysis of orientations, in the author's opinion, are the Denness countiug grids
(Denness1972).'I\e Dennessgrids are based on individual cells which vary in
shapeand size over the stereonet,but which represent:ueas on the referencesphere
of not only constantarea, but also of conslant shape.The poles inside each cell are
totalledand recordedat the centre of the cell for nanual cotrtouring. The grids have
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the disadvantagethat each pole is countedin only one cell reducing continuity of
concentratioDvalues from cell to cell. For most field applications,however, this
deficiencycan be overlookedin view of the grids' easeof use and the speedwith
which contouring catr be performed.

The DennessType A C-ouatingNet is b€st suited for analysis of subvertical planes
or subhorizontallineations.Notice in figure 3.16 that the outer ring of cells is
divided by a ring into equal halves. Thes€ outer cells are uscd as whole cells and
the halvesoutsidethis ring are usedas pairs of opposinghalf cells to provide detail
near the perimeterof the net. The Type B net is designedfor efficient contouringof
inclined strata. The selectionof coutrtingnet is govemed by an initial subjective
appraisalof the data.

Where more accuratecontour diagramsarc required, Hoek and Bray (1974) suggest
using the DennessDet as a first approximation and then refining the contours with
thc floating circle technique.This is an adequateprocedure providing tbe user
considerthat the inflexibility of the Dennessnet is compensatedfor by its lack of
areal distortion. The opposite is true for the floating circle method and combining
the two techniquesmay be of dubious value.
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Figurc 3.16: DennessCounting Grid A

Figurt 3.17: DennessCounting Grid B
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3.4.5

Interpretation of Stereonets

Oncc the stereonethas been contoured,the next step should be a purely visual
of the clusteringwhich m8y or may not be apparenLTo plunge into
assessment
figther analysis without first qualitatively as.sessingthe distibutions is very
The stereographictechniqueis ideally suited to this very importantstage
dangerous.
of assessment'

Figure 3.18 illustratesseveralidealisedpole disuibutionscorrespondingto bedding
planesand their appearanceoo a contouredstereonet.The shape of a concentration
indicatesthe nature of the cluster as either a centraliseddistributionconesponding
to a s€t of lineationsor planar surfaceswbich can be approximatedby a single
ureatr orientation, or a girdle distribution corresponding to a folded regional
geometry. The contoured stereonet also facilitates thc ranking of dominant
concentrations.ln some cases many peaks will be visible on tbe stereonetand a
decision must be made regarding which if any will be reduced to distinct
represcntativefeatures for further analysis. In other cas€s, tro dominant trends will
be visible causing a great deal of conllict in thc mind of the geologist who has
gooe to all the trouble of collecting the data. Stauffer (1966) discussessome
guidelines for fabric analysis of contour plob and the definition of dominant
clusers His conclusionsarc summarisedas follows by Hoek and Bray (1974).
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1.

First plot and contour 100 poles.

lf. no prefened orientationis apparent, p^lot an additional 300 poles and
2,
iontour aU 400. If the diagramstill shows no prefenedorientation,it is probablya
randomdistribution.
If step l. yields a single pole concentratioowilh a valuc of 2Wo or higher,
3.
aDd little could be gained by Plotting
th. ,atu"rur" is probably truly repres€ntative
more data.
ff step 1. resultsin a single pole concentrationwith a contourvalue of less
4.
the following total numbersof poles should be contoured.
?.UVo,
161at
12 - 2O Vo add 100 poles and contourall 2m
add 200 polesand contourall 300
8-12Vo
add 5fi) to 9fi) poles and conlour all
4-8%
600 to 10fi)
poles
shouldbe contoued
lessthan 4 Eo^t leasa1000
If step l. yields a contour diagran with several Pole concentrations,it is
5.
rsually best to plot at leastanother100 poles and contourall 2fl) before attempting
to determinethe optimumsamplesize.
If step 5. yields 196 contouts less thatr 15 degreesapart and with no pole
6.
cotrc€ntrationshigher than SVo,the diagram is pcsibly rePres€ntativeof a folded
structurefor which poles fall within a girdle distribution.
lf. step 5. yields a diagram with smooth l7a conlours about 20 degreesapart
7.
then an additional2fi) poles shouldbe added
with several3-6Vopole concentrations,
poles
contoured.
and all 400
If step 7. results in a decreasc in the value of the maximum pole
&
conccntrationsand a change in the position of these concentrations,the apparent
pole concentrationson the original plot were probably due to the manner in which
the data wcre sampled atrd it is advisable to collect new data and carry out a new
analysis.
9.
If step 7. gives pole conccntations in the same positiotrs as those given by
step 5, add a firther 2fi) poles and conlour all 600 to ensure that the pole
co[ccntrationsare real and not a fuDction of the sampling Prcc€ss.
10. If step 5. yields several pole concentrations of 3 and 6Vo but with very
incgular 17acontourq at least another400 poles should be added.
11. If step 5. yields several pole conc€ntrationsof less than 3Vo which are very
sq tered and if thc lVo cxllour is very incgular, at least 1000 and possibly 2000
polcs will be required and any pole concentration of less than 2Vo should be
iporcd.
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pole
These guidelines were developedduring a study of statistical significance of
and are somewhatirnpracticalfor field analysis.The basic proccdurc
concentrations
of stepwise refinement described is neverthelesssound. The numbers of poles
suggest€din each step may not be realistic and can be reducedaccordingly. For the
experienceduser, it is usuallysufficient!o analyzewhateverdata is availablewithin
reason, which is usually much less comprehensivethan stauffer suggests. The
importatrt thing to note is that the origin of the data should never be forgotten in
should never be made more detailed
the analysisproc€ssand that interPretations
than the data warratrts.Similarly, if a very accurateand statisticallysoundselection
of representativeorientations is critical to the problem at han4 a morc detailed
aualysiswith larger quantitiesof data may be required'One rule of thumb used by
this author is that if an apparentdominant conc€ntratioD,ooc€ deliDeatedwith the
help of a contouredstereooe! does not visibly stand out in the original pole plot or
at least in a scatter plot, it is ignored altogcther or used with caution in any further
analysis.This is a major advantageof the stereographicprocedurefor reduction of
orientation data collected from a naurral environnent. The visualization inhercnt in
the methodis a vital ingredientl3gkingin Puely amlytical or statisticalanalysis.
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Sets of 'Planar'
Joints

Folded Bedding
Joints
and/or

Sympathetic ritJr Fold

Figurc 3.18: Interpretationof cotrtouredclusters
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3.4.6

Sampling Bias in Orientation Data Collection

In tbe precedingdiscussiong the orientation data has been assumedto be collected
without bias in a perfectly objective manner. In the case of data collection for
assessmentof structural geology measurement error and data biasing can be
introducedin a number of ways. Terzaghi 1965, and Einstein and Baecher 1983
summarizea number of sourcesfor enor and bias in joint surveys. Several of the
principle sources of bias are described here. Most of the enors inherent in an
will averageout to zero over an entire survey and will not
individualmeasurement
be discussed.

1.

Open joints, a phenomenaoften govemedby localisedstressdirections,are

more likely to be recordedthan tightly closedjoints. This problcm can be overcome
by a purely objective scanline suwey. A tape line is stretch€dacloss a face of a
slope or along a drift underground and all planar features are recorded which
hters€ct this scanline. This will remove visual bias based on aperture. It could be
argued,however,that opeDjoins indicate morc important featuresthan closed joints,
just as persistent discontinuity planes are more importaat lhatr thosc which are
inpersistanLThis view would make thesc forms of bias bencficial. This is a case
wberc judgement is required based on field sness data and whether or not the data
is bcing collected for tocal design or regional ass€ssmenlA useful rule of thumb
for practical joint suwcys for engineering design is "...If it is longer than [the
gcologistl and wide enough to itrserl a thin knife blade, measure iL Otherwise,
ignore it.n(Bawden1989)
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2.

Magretic ore bodies in tbe vicinity will cause incorrect measurementof

strike or dip direction.This problemis dealt with throughthe use of the clinorule.

3.

Measurementvariation due to wavin€ssof the feature being measuredmay

causea dispersionof the recordedpoles.It may be necessaryto estimatean average
orientationof the surface, or in the case of stability surveys, to quantify this
wavinesss€parately(Bartonet al. 1974).

4,

on a flat surfacesuch as a slopeface or along a linear scanline
Measurement

bias in favour of thosefeatureswhich are closer
or tunnel introducesa measurement
to beitrgperpendicularto the survey orientation.Featureswhich are subparallelto a
tunnelor slopeface are less likely to be recordedthan thoseperpendicularto it. On
an irregular rock face, enough variation in mcasurementsurface may be present to
allow outcropof all featurespresent.Over flat traverseplanesor in boreholecore,
this bias can be quite severe.If possible,joint surveysshouldbe perfomed locally
on two or three approximately orthogonal travers€ orientations. This procedure
shouldreducethe overall bias in the suwey. If this is Dot possible,Terzagbi(1%5)
proposeda conection for samplingbias as outlinedin figure 3.19.
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Figurc 3.19: Terzaghi correctiotrfor sampling bias

u
This weighting ,w, is applied to each pole bcfore contouring. A weighting of 2.7,
66ans that a given pole is interpreted as repres€nting2.7 me:surements during
contouriog. Otherwise the contouring procedureis the same in all of the methoG
described.Wben expressingpole counts as a percentageof the total population, the
tolal usedmust be the weightedpopulation,N-:
N

N-

)*,

(eq.3.s)

rieighted data point
p€rcentage of weighted
values, pcr 17" area

Figurc 3.20: Weighted pole density contouring with couuting circle
(after Priest 1985)

When computitrg tneatr vectors this wcighting may be taken into ac4ornt by
multiplying the direction cosines for each pole by the weight for that pole before
pcrforming vector addition or eigenvectoramlysis.
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3.4.7

Combination of Stereographic and Analytical Procedurrcs

Once a stereonet has been contoured it may often be sufficient to define
representativeorientationscorrespondingto directions of primary concentrationpeaks
on the diagram.This acbnique is usually sufficient if the dominant concentsations
are reasonablysymmetricaland normally distributed.In this case the direction of
maxinum concentrationwill be approximatelyequivalentto the mean orientation.
For field analysisof data,this approximationwill usually be sufficient.

If the orientation is skewed or if a more statistically valid description of dominant
orientations is required, analytical post-processingof contourcd clusters may be
Deccssaly.

Tanbak(1977) de.scribesa method for statistical description of orientation mean and
variance which is pcrformed primarily on the stereonet itself and graphically on
canesianorientation - frequcncy plots. Two orthogonal great circles arc ovcrlain on
the contour plot corresponding to thc major and minor axes of atr elliptical
distribution. These planes are selected such that they interscct at the point of
naximum concetrtrationfor the cluster bcing analyzed. Concentration(probability of
occunence)values are taken directly from the stereonet along these axes a[d two
frequcncy ploB are generated corrcsponding to each axis. Standard statistical
analysis can then bc used to det€rmine means and variancc along these two axcs
assumingany form of distribution. Nonul

or Poissn are suggestedby Zanbak In

this reference Zanbak then uses these slatistical Parametes for a probabilistic slope

6
stabiliry analysi* McMahon 1971 uses a similar approach.This method is often
called a bivariate d.istribution analysis.

More rigorous methods using vector addition or eigenanalysiscan be performed on
the original data if the poles are first grouped into clusters based on the stereonet
contours. Such a combined procedure is descnted by Priest 1985. Oncc the Poles
are grouped iDto s€ts or clusters, each cluster is then analyzedseparately'The pole
orientationsare converied to cosine triplets and the mean is calculated using vector
addition. A symmetrical spherical normal distribution (Fisher) is assumed and
goodness of fit parameters are calculated. Fisher's corxitant I(

for example is

calculatedas:

(eq.3.O

K = (N-1)/(N-R)

where N is the total length of Pole vectors and R is the lenglh of the resultant.

N=7

K= N-1
N{

.'.x=
fi = a

K-- N-1

f-n

.'.x=fr=2.7

Figurc 321: Sipificancc of Fisher consta[t K (after Peaker 190)
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bias, R must be calculaledby
If weigbtedvectorsare usedto corect for sampling
summingnormalizedweightedvect'onwith w,':

wj'

*jN

/ N.

(eq.3.7)

suchthat:
N

I*i'=

N

i.l

It can be seen then ftom equation3.6 that if the orientationswithin a set are
tightly clustere4that is approxiEatelyparallel to the mean,R will approachN and
K will tend to infinity. If the data is widely scattered,Fisher's constantK will
becomeverY small.

This constantcan then be used !o generatea probability firnction for a symmetrical
sphericaldistributioo known as a Fisher distribution:

P(e)
where:u

uK-e d0

(eq.3.8)

(Ksin0)/(e'-e'')

A completediscussioaof this methodis found in Priest 1985,basedoD the original
wort bv Fisher 1953.

.<, A methodis outlined in the Pit slope Manual (CANMET 1977) which utilises a
special overlay, permitting a direct computational procedure for Fisher parirmeters
from pole plots. The grid, called a Braitsch overlay, closely resemblesthe Denness
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trets describedearlier. The cells are identilied by codeswhich relate to a chart of
conespondingdirection cosines.Each set of cosinesis multiplied by the numberof
poles falling in the respectivecell and summedfor a givea cluster.The summed
triplet is then normalizedto give the direction cosinesof the mean vector. Fisher's
constantcan then be directly determinedand a distributionspecified.
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4.0

COMPUTERIZED STEREOGRAPHIC
PROJECTION

4.L

COMPUTER GENERATION OF STEREONETS

fhe devetopmentof comPutersanq h particular, microcomputershas prompted the
development of numerous cornputer Progntms involving srcreographic projection.
Computerspermit the rapid calculationof complexanalyticalproblems-As shown in
the previouschapter,however,most availableanalyticaltechniquesfor processingof
tbreedimensionalorientationdata suffer from an inability to reliably handlemultiple
afiitrary clustering of deta and do not easily ftcilitate visualization. The most
logical altemative,therefore,is to use the computer'scomputationaland graphicapocrerto streamline the processof orientatioDanalysis using stereonets.

The fundamental equations for the computerizcd generation of ster@nets are the
napping functions ,converting trend and plunge values for a vector to a projected x
and y coordinate pair on the st€reoneLThcse functions are outlined by Priest (f985)
and dcscribcd in sections3.2.L md 3.2.2 of. this work- Priest (1983) also describes
plotting functions for great circles in the cqual angle projection as described in
figure 3.4 in the previous chapter.

7l
The improvement in programmablecomputer graphiqs in recent years permis the
rapid generation of computerizedploa of poles aod great circles as illustrated by
Priest(1983,1985).

,- .*---+-----'
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Figurr 4.1: Computer geDerationof projected poles and planes (after Priest

1e83)
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COMPUTERIZED DENSITY CONTOT'RING

A number of otber gtoups have developedcomputer programswhich perform pole
densitycontouringusing a numberof differentmethods.

Most of these existing programsallow for input of orientationpairs for each data
utrit and possibly one other identifying label such as discontinuitytype. Static pole
plos are then producedalong with plots of contouredpole density. Dominant
orientationscan then be selectedvisually from the screenor Priotel/plotteroutput
and input separatelyinto a great circle plotting routine as describedin section4'1.
lmprovementsin subsequentefforts in computerizedpole contouring have come as a
result of improved computer gapbics.

rrr-

.ortrr . rr.u rtatr|

Figurc 4.2: Computerizdcontouring example (after Golder Ass. 1979)

Figurc 43: Computerizedoontouring example (after Shi & Goodman
1989)

Figurc 4.4: Computerizedcontourirg example(after Tocher 1978)
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Another improvement has been in the contouring method itself. Early attemPts at
computerizedcontouring utilized the fixed grid counting circle approach.Poles were
locarcd on a two dimensional projection using equations 4.1 and 4.2.

These

projected pole positions were then used in the contouring algorithm which was
version of the manualtechnique.This methodinvolves some
simply a computerized
very complicatedlogic and calculation,particularly around the perimeter of the
stereonet(Zhary & Tong 1988, Tocher 1978). Calculation of conc€trtrationsnear the
p€rimeterrequire duplicationof either poles or countingcircle on the oppositeside
of the projection (ust as in the manual approach) !o conectly incorporate
subhorizontalPoles.

Data loss due to the two dimensional nature of the problem also occurs near the
perimeter. This loss is acceptable in the manual approach as described in the
previous chaprcr but would seem !o be avoidable in a computerized approach.
Tocher 197& propos€sa compensationtecbdquc to deal with this problem.

The computer approach also permits the use of a variable countbg circle to deal
with the angular distortion on the stercographic projection. Separate mapping
functionsfor this counting circle must be adopteddependingon which projection is
being used (equal area or equal angle). Zbang & Tong (1988) describe such a
methodfor equal angle projections.

All of the above problems are eliminatcd entirely, however, if density contouring is
performedon the surface of the spherc iDsteadof on the projection. This approach
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is obviouslyimpossibleto utilize manually.This ig however,the easiestmethodto
comPuterize.

Spherical contouring employs the mapping fiuctions describedfor either projection
method (equations 4.1 md 4.2) as well as the inverse of these functions for
napping ftom the projectionback onto the sphere.A gild is first mappedonto the
surfaceof the sphere,either directly as regular sphericalcoordinateintervals,or
indirectly. The latter approach would involve a regular grid overlay on the
projection.Each grid intersectionwould then be transformedto an equivalentvector
poitrt on the sphere(using the inverse of the appropriateprojection equations).

A floating cone is selected such that is circular intersectiotron the surface of the
This circle
sphereenclosesan area equivale b lqo of the area of one hemisphere.
(or cone) is then centred on each gid vector and the pole vectors falling within the
cotre are counted and each grid total is divided by the total population. The
resultantconcentrationvalues are then associatedwith the correspondinggrid point
on the stereonetplane and contouredaccordingly.

This methodwill be describedin more detail in the next chapter.This methodshas
the advantages
of eliminatingany distortionand data loss since the countingcircle
is usedon the sphereand not on the projection.

Near the horimntal equator of the sphere, grid veclors just below the horizontal
planc have negative count€rpartsjus above this plane on the opposite side of the
sphere.Poles vectors falling inside of cones centred on tbese negative grid vectors
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positivegrid vectors.In this way, there
arciacludedin the totalsfor the associatcd
is no data loss at the perimeter,anotheradvantageover contouringon the
projection.

From a programmingpoint of view, this method has one very major advantageover
tvo dimensionalcontouring. The counting circle radius can be equated to a cone
aogleby the following relationship:
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Figur 45: Calculation 6f 6pas engl6 for spherical coutrting circle
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If pole and grid vectoN are expressedas direction cosines (equations 2.1), then the
dot product (equatiotr 2.3) of. a grid vector and a pole vector can be calculatedRememberthat the dot product of two unit vectorsyields the cosine of the angle
betweenthem. If this value is greaterthatr the cosine of the counting circle cone
angle, then the pole is inside the counting circle and is included in the counting
total for that grid vector. This is a much simpler relationshipthan that wbich must
be used to determinethe relationshipbetween a pole and grid point on a two
dimensionalprojection. This dot product is also used directly in more complex
statisticalcontouringmethodswhich will be discussedin detail in the next section.

Severalrecent contouringprogramsutilize sphericalcontouring(Golder Ass. 1979,
Diggle and Fisber 1985). Both of th€s€ programs utilize some form of probability
distribution associatedwith each pole. In thc Schmidt method on the sphere, as on
thc projection, a pole is counted as having full influence on a grid point (grid total
is incrementedby one or the full weight of the pole if conected) if the pole falls
anywhere inside a counting circle centred on the grid point. The pole has zero
influenceon the grid point if it falls immediatelyoutside the circle. In a more
sophisticatedstatistical approach as employed by these and other authors' the
inlluenceof the pole on a grid point decayscontinuouslywith angulardistancefrom
the grid vector. These influencefunctionsproducessmootherand more statistically
valid contours,and better reflectsthe degreeof measuemeDtenor inherentin each
measurement(Golder Ass. 1979). These functions are easily implemented in a
spherical contouring algoritbm since they are usually a direct function of the dot
product of the grid and pole vector.
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can be usedto determinethe function usedin this
A numberof different approaches
type of densitycalculation.Diggle and Fisher (1985) describeone methodin detail.
A differentderivationis usedby this author aad will be describedin detail in the
next chapter.
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CT]RRENT DEFICIENCIES IN COMPUTERIZED
STEREONETS

All of the programs evaluated as part of this study were found !o be deficient in
several areas'

Crmputer graphics, particularly for the pcrsonal computer have improved immensely
ir the last few years, Programswritten several years ago are not up to date in their
gaphical presentatiotr.

Use of these programs was seen to be very cumbersome.Development focus was
placedon intemal proceduresand statisticalvalidity and very little emphasisplac€d
on usabiliw.

Most current programs are static. That is, they do not reproduce the flexibility and
interactive nature of the original manual stereonet.Most progams provide simple
Pole plots of data and then provide contour diagramsfor this data. Altertratively,
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stereonetprogramspermit visualizationof discreteplanes in horizontalor inclined
projections.The paper output csD then be used manually to perform stability
for example (Priest 1983).
assessments'

It qras apparent to this author, that a real need existed for a computer package
which could duplicate as much as possiblc the interactivenature of the manual
utilize modern graphicaltechniquesto producereportauality output, aDd
stereoDet,
provide a direct bridge betweenstatistical reduction of large data s€ts and the use of
dominantorientationsin further analyses.

Other features which were seeD as important in a comprehensivestereographic
toolkit, were the incorporation of an easily accessibledata base from which data
could bc selectively plotted and analyzed, as well as the ability to process and
visualize data attribut€s other than orientation such as discontinuity spacing or
scismic amplitude. These features are prescrt in some existing packages(CANMET
1977, Golder Ass. f979, Noranda 1989) but were found by this author to lack an
ecceptable
degreeof flexibility and easeof use.

The decision was made by this author, based on these deficiencies, to develop a
comprehensivepackage for stereographic analysis of orientation based data. The
resultingprogram, DIPS, will be describedin the next chapter.

5.0

A NEW APPROACH TO COMPUTERIZEI)
STEREOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS

5.1

REQUIREMENTS FOR EFFECTIVE
COMPUTERIZATION OF STEREOGRAPHIC
ANALYSIS

After examining previous attempts at computerized stereographicanalysis as
presenteditr the previous chapter and after discussionswith practising engineering
geologists(Carter 198t Wood 1989, Noranda 1989, Bawden 1989) some mandatory
requirementswere establishedby this author for an effective software tool for data
processing. These requirementscatr bc sumnarized as follows:

-the programmust utilis€ effectivegraphics.

-the program must be interactive both in preprocessing,and in data manipulation.
This would enablethe programto effectivelymimic the time testedmanualprocess
of a6itrary analysis using stereonets.

-tbc program should support scvcral proc€ssing; projection

and presentation

conventionsin order to suit tbe diversified preferencesof practitioners
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_theprogam shouldpermit proglessiveanalysisof data at a numberof stagesfrom
s€lected distinct
plotting of poles, to cluster analysis and manipulation of
orientations.

_the program should include tools for both the itrteractivevisual processingand
analyticalanalysisof orientationclusters'

-the program should accommodateprocessingof qualitativeand quantitativenonorientationdata.

-the proglam should be as portable and hardware insensitive as possible without
sacrificingefficiencY.

-the program should include a flexible data base to permit quick screeningand
selectionof data as the analysisprogress€s'

.programinPutshouldbeasfree.formaspossibletoallowanalysisofdatafroma
widevarietyofapplications.Itshou|duseprimarilyarow+otumnentryfonnatand
should acceptan Asc[

data file which would permit file qeation by other software

packagessuch as data collcction Programsor industrial databases'

-the programshould generatereport quality hardcopy output
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PROGRAMMING PHILOSOPEY

Tbe Turbo - C programming languagefrom Borland-Osbornewas s€lectedfor this
projectdue to ib superiorgraphicscapabilitiesand data handlingfeatures.

Turbo - C also includes compilationmodeswhich createsone execulableprogram
capableof running on an XT, 286 or 386 systemwith or without an associated
math coprocessor. A wide variety of video grapbics drivers are supported by
Turbo - C, including Hercules,CGA EGA ,VGA and others.Again these can be
included in the executableprogram to permit autodetectioaand initialization of
many graphics system configurations. When designing software for field usg such
systemportability is critical for the acceptanceand usageof the product

Many prwious engineeringsoftware packagesrequire specific system configuratiotrs
or require lenghy and complicatedsetuPatrd initializationproccdures.One major
goal of this project was to provide a single program, nload and run", packagewhich
would be as system independent as possible. Tu6o - C permits this form of
programming.

C,onctrrentwith the developmentof this author's stereographicanalysis package,the
Rock Engineering group at the Univesity of Toronto was developing a Tubo - C
graphics interface tibrary, which it intended !o incorPorate into all subsequent
interface software. ln order to be coosisteut with future programs, the system
driverq screen layout routines and menu functions from this library (C,orkum 1990)

F
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srhich were availableat the time of start-upof this project were used as a basefor
Thesepermittedthe supportof multiple video modes,mappingof real
dcvelopment.
coordinatesto screendevice coordinatesfor a variety of video configurations, mouse
support,and the generationof the basic screendesign including a prompt and input
bar, drawing region, status line, and a flexible cursor key or mouse driven menu
system(Figure5.1).
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DIPS 2.1
Data Interpretation Package
Using StereographicProjection

the software packagewhich resultedfrom this work is called DIPS. AIt of the
requirementsoutlined in the beginning of this chapterhave been satisfied in this
authorsopinion. DIPS is viewed as an interactivetoolkit containinga wide variety
the
of featuresenablingthe user to customizethe analysisprocessto accommodate
needsof the problem at hand and the user's personalpreferencesregardinganalysis
methodology.It was found that it was difficult, if not impossible,to find one
particulardata processingformat that would satisfy the requirementsof enough
individualapplicationswhere orientationanalysisis required.As mentioned,it was
thercfore decided to provide as broad a rangc of analysis tools as practical in one
intcractivepackagewhile maintaining thc program's easeof use.

Thc basic layout of the progra.m and the basic programming methodology will be
describedin this chapter.

53.1

Data Input

Data input is, at prcs€n! performed by creating an ASCII text file which contains
someheaderinformationand the data in column format This format was designed
to allow easy file creationby anotherprogramsuch as a data collcctionor databasc
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system(Noranda 1989, CANMET 1977) md to allow file crearion and ediring using
spreadsheetpackagegword processorsor text editors. At the time of this writitrg a
customizeddata file creation utility written in Turbo - C is planned.

The headerinfomrationcontainsseveralpiecesof information:
-Project titles for use in hard copy output
-Travene information for data organiz:tion and for bias correction
Several flags concemingthe setup of the data portion of the file
-Mapetic declination data for automatic data conection
-lnformationregardingthe n,,mberof data columnsand their physical layout (order,
s6l',mntitle and columnwidth).
{ommetrls are allowed throughout the data file if the line begias with an asterisk
or if the commeDtfollows required information in a line.

More detailed information on the data file makeup can be found in the program
manual in appendix B. This header section contains enough user specified
information to completely customizethe format of the data portion of the file to fit
the user's requirements. Only three columns are mandatory - one numerical
identifier for each row of data and two orientation parameters.Traverse identifiers
for each data unit must also be present if traverseinformation is to be used in the
file. A quantity column for nultiple orientation measurementscatr be turned on or
off using a flag in the headerfile.

The data file can then contain up !o te'elve additional columns of data in qualitative
or quantitative form. For structural analysis these columns could be used to specify
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spacingF,roughness, discontinuity type, etc. (figure 5.2)

For seismic data these

extra columns might contain infonnationon intensity,and directionalsenseof first
arrival for focal mechanismstudies.

Tbis data can be processedin a numberof different ways in DIPS. It can also be
used for data subs€t selection and screening.Tbese features will be discussedin a
latcr section.

The column widths are user specified in order to allow file creation from fixed
format column editors.The only limits on the quantityof daa in a file are imposed
by system restrictions. DIPS is curently coniigured for a system with 640 kilobytes
of random acoessimemory GAM).

With averagc concurrent RAM use (mouse

driver, DOS shcll and screen save utility) 7000 - 9000 rows of data may be
processed.A row of data will hereafterbe termed one data uniL

In addition" since no real consensusexists on proper data notation, DIPS permits
data input using one of five formats:

-TREND/?LUNGE may be used for direct plotting of pole vectors of lineations. No
further processingis required.

-DIP/DIPDIRECTION, STRIKE/DIP(left bandrule) and STRIKE/DIP(right hand
rule) may be usedfor input of planarm€asuremenc.
Intemal processingis required
to convertthesedataunits to pole orientations.(Scetable2.1).
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The desired input format is specified using a global orieotation flag in the dat1 file
headcrsection. For data in a particular traverseas identified by its traversenumber,
a traven€ orientation flag may be used to override the global flag for the traverse
involved. This is useful when combiaing data in DIP/DIP DIRECfiON format with
data from anothersourcewhich may be in STRIKE/DIP format , for example.

-BOREHOLE DIP/ BOREHOLE DIP DIRECTION nay be used when inputtitrg data
from oriented core measurements.This data is identified by its traverse number
which referencesa traversetype spccified as BOREHOLE. The data is rotated using
the boreholereferencedirectioosand the real orientationis calculatedand specified
in the global orientation format. The rotation techtrique is the matrix transformation
equivalent of the procedureoutlined in Golder Ass. 1979. A description of input
pammetersis grven in the manual in appendixB.

It was intended to include a clino-rule input formaL However, sincc the notation
and datum conveDtionsused when measuringwith a clinorule vary greatly, it was
decidedthat clino-rule data conversionis best done by the individual rqking the
in order to avoid seriouserror.
measuremetrts

DIPS permits the crcation of several typcs of ouQut files containing information
about the original data (after processing), as well as calcularcd features such as
mean or represenlativeorientations.The original data file, however, is ncver altered
within tbe DIPS program. This allows the data to be slored in a stable data base
which can not be altered by carelessenors during the us€ of the prognm.
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53.2

Projection Options and Spherical Mapping

The heart of the DIPS computationand presentationalgorithms is the set of
mappingroutineswhich convertworld coordinatesto angularmeasuresof trend and
plungeand vice versa.The conversionfrom dwice (ie. screenpixel) coordinateso
world coordinatesis handledby the basic interface routines.

The angular to certesianmapping functions are based on those outlined in Priest,
1985. The two tunctions WORLDTORADIAL and RADIALTOWORLD are outlined
on the followitrg page. Note that both EQUAL AREA and EQUAL ANGLE
projections are supported.The projection type is seleaed from an options menu iD
the DIPS packagc.A flag is toggled and the apPropriatefunctions are executedby
these t*'o routines. Since all operations involving projections and user interactiotr
with the screenare directed though these two routine.s,this is all that is required to
supportboth projectionmethodsin the progam.

Priest and others have outlincd functions for the computer gen€ratiotr of other
features such as gre3t and small circlcs. These involve analytical routines for
calculation of the circle centre and then the generationof arc segnents for the great
circle and small circle curves. Thesc routines are for equal angle only and are
difficult to programin a flexible fashion.The equivalenttwo dimensionalcurvesfor
equal area projection require complex fourth order functions to generate.
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The altemativeis to map all pole points and verticesof polygon approximationsof
great and small circles from the referencesphereto the projectionand then connect
the vertices as required to form the projected features.The following routines from
DIPS are the mappiDgfunctionswhich form the basisfor all projectionsin DIPS:
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The two mappingroutinesoD the previouspage,however,elimhate the needfor the
and feature-specificfunctions outlined by Priest 1985. The plane
projection-specific
and cone intersectionson the surface of the sphere can be calculatedby vector
rotittionsin 3 dimensionalspaceusing direction cosines,matrix tra$formation, and
conversion to angulat measurementsfor a number of interval points on the curve,
These points can then be assigned world coordinates using the mapping routines
described and a polygon approximation can then be drawn on the screen. This
methodis then projectionindependentand is very flexible. All great circles, small
circlesand clusterdefinitionwindows are generatedthis way in DIPS.

The windows derribed do not require matrix rotation since they are defined by
plunge and trend limits and can be mapped directly to the screen using the
conversion routines. These are used to ioteractively sunound pole clusters for set
defnition and mean vector calculation for a given set. They can be moved and
stretchcd with the cursor keys or mouse in an interactive "rubber band' hshion.
Thesewill be discussedin more detail in a later section.

Both polar and equatorial referencegnds can also be generateddirectly by drawing
great circles and small circles at appropriate intewals using the methods describcd
above. If adequate angular resolution is uscd when generating the polygon
approximations!o the great and small circles, the results are indistinguishablefrom
the results obtained using the arc functions outlin€d by Priest 1985. Since the
computer excels at tedious but simple iterative calculation, there is no real need for
computationaleleganceif the results are compatible.

a)
EQUAL AREA
PROJECTION
OF POLES
& PLANES

b)
EQUAL AREA
PROJECTION
OF CONESSMAI,L CIRCLES

c)

r

.RUBBERBAND'
FOR
IVINDOWS
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Figurc 53: Exanples of projected a) poles & plancs, b) cones (small circles)
and c) trend/plungcwindows for defining clustcr limits
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' 533

Presentation of Multiple Data Measurements
The Pole Plot

The simplestform of presentationin DIPS is the basic POLE PLOT. Data is read
from the file in a form specified by the global orientation flag or the traverse
orientation flag, and convertedto equivalent polc orientationsspecified by trend and
pluoge.These orientationsare then directly mapped onto the projectionusing the
RADIALTOWORID routine.The default plotting methodinvolvesthe generationof
a simple pole symbol at the projectedlocation of the pole. This would normally
representthe first step in analysisand reductionof multiple data measuremenB.

The databasein DIPS can also be utilised at this stage !o provide additional
information. Any one of the col"rnns h the data file can be used to generatea plot
with symbols at the pole locations representingparticular feature attributes such as
surface type, roughness or streDgth,or ranges of values for spacing continuity or
seismic intensity, for example. The symbols and colours used have been choscn to
createa gadient in colour (cold to hot) and in symbol complexity. For quantitative
dat4 the legend defining thes€ symbols and colours can be modified to higblight
either greater or smaller values, and to acceDtuatelinear or log disributions.
Likewise, for qualitative data such as rouehness evaluation, the symbols can be
interactively selected to highlight desired properties

The combination of pole

plotting and symbol representationpermits a double purpose plot (fufte, 1983)
where visual dominance can result either from closely spaced data points or high
intensity symbols repr€sentingundesirablc properties such as high cootinuity. Both
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ftdors must be considered in assessingcritical surfaces for slope stabitty, for
example.

Nonorientation dat4 loaded using the TRACX( DATA option in DIPS, can also be
pescnted usirg a histogram option in the program.This can be usefirl when a more
rigorous exa ination of the data is warranrcd as in the case of joint spacing
cvaluation-This hisogram can be generatcdfor all data plotted or for data enclosed
by a sa window. This can be useful for examining in detail, the auributes of a
particularjoint set as required when performing a Q rock mass classification (Barton
1974\,for example. The operation of windows will be discussedlater.
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Visuat Clarifrcation of Pole Distribution
The Scatter Plot

have beentaken (one data unit representingmore
Whenmultiple data measuremenB
than one similar feature)or when a large number of data measurements
has been
takeq a single pole symbol in the pole plot may conceal many actual
A secondplot is then neededto identify the n'mber of collinear or
measurements.
similarlyorientedpole vectorsat a given locationon the stereonet.

This plot is called a SCATTER PLOT.

This plot uses a square grid pattem

superimposedon the stereonet.This is the same grid which is used for contouring
pole density as described in the next section. All poles which plot within one half
grid spacing (with a square region ccntred on thc grid point) are tallied and the
total assigDedto that grid poirt. A symbol plot is then generatedwhich shows the
number of poles in tbe immediatc vicinity of each grid poinr This plot gives a
clearerpicture of the pole distribution.

It is important !o note, however,that th€ symbol positions in the scatterplot are
determinedby the grid point locations.Consequently,the scatter symbol positions
will differ from the pole positionsin the pole plot. The scatterplot should not be
usedfor determinatiotrof exact orientationsof features. It is only intended to clarify
the quantity distribution.The accuracyof the symbol positions iD the scatterplot
can" however, be improved if a finer computatioo grid is selected through the
optionsmenu in DIPS.
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53.5

Contoured Pole Concentrations
The Contour Plot

of pole distributionis obtainedusing a contour
A more statisticallyvalid assessment
plot of pole density.The interpretationof such a plot is discussedin section 3.4.
The contoursrepresentintervalsof probability(in percent)of pole occurrencewithin
a specifiedangulardistanceof a given orientation.

DIPS featurestwo options for contouringpole density on the sphere.The so-called
SCHMIDT method is similar to the manual grid counting circle approachand
assumes100 percent confidence in each orienlation measurement.Each data unit
contributes either lfi)

or 0 percent of its value to a grid point depending,

respectively, on whether or not it falls within defined angular limis of the grid
vector. In the FISHER method ( so-namedby this and other authors becauseof its
use.of the probability function described in Fisher, 1953) each pole possessesan
bell shapeddistribution which conEibutesa fiactional influencc on a grid point
which decreaseswith increasilg angular distanceb€tweenpole and grid vector.

Contouring in DIPS occurs on the surface of the sphere. A grid of user specified
resolutionis generatedwhich is squarewhen projectedin two dinensions.This is to
facilitate efficient generation of the continuous interpolated screen conlours These
grid points are converted to unit grid vectors in three dimensional space using the
WORLDTORADIAL mapping routine. The angular distances betvecn grid vectors
and pole vectors in the data set are then used to calculate concenfations. In order

n
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to optimize the computationpr(rcess,DIPS calculatesgrid contributionsat all grid
points for each successivepole in the data list, ratherthan cycling throughthe pole
list for each grid Point. The DIPS approachis optimizedby processingonly those
grid points within an angular distance as specified by the counting circle radius.
Only a small row/column defined cluster of grid points needs to be consideredfor
eachdata unit. This greatly reducesthe computationtime required.

After mapping the grid poins onto tbe sphere,the next step is to compute the cone
by the radius of the countingcircle. Figure 4.5 illustratesthis
atgle, B, represented
relationship.The default area of the countingcircle is I percentof the area of one
The user may alter this ar€aif desired.
hemisphere.

Each pole vector is converted !o equivalent dircction cosines. Each grid vector is
also expressedas direction cosines. The dot product of the pole vector with each
succcssivegrid vector yields the cosine of the angle betweeDthem.

In the Schmidt metho4 if this cosine is gleater than cos p, the grid vector is within
thc cone correspondingto the counting circle centred on th€ pole vector. The grid
point conc€ntration is therefore incremented by the value of the pole (unity or
geater if multiple Eeasurementsare representedor if a weighted contour is being
calqrlatedas describedlater in this section).

If the pole is within an angular distanc€ p of the st€reonet perimeter, it will have
an influcnce on grid poins on the other side of the net. DIPS mu$ then repeat this
proccssusing the negativepole vector.
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In DIPS, for greater memory and computationaleconomy,only one quadrant (northeast) of grid information is stored in an array. Each grid point has four
valuescorespondingto the symmetricallyassociated
grid locationsin
concf,,ntration
the other three quadrants.There are also redundantgrid points in the upper right
corner of the grid array which are an artifrct of the row-columnindexing of the
grid. Since only neighbouring grid points are process€d for each pole, these
redundantgrid points pose no extra computationaloverhead.

The user can select between SCIIMIDT and FISIIER distributions for density
cotrtouring.As discussed,the Scbmidtdistributionis analogousto a cylinder on the
surfbceof the sphereand centred about the pole vector. The density cotrtribution to
eachgrid point inside the cylinder's radius is given by the height of the cylinder.
This height is unity 161 I single unweighted pole but can be a grcater integer or
rational value. The same analogy applies to the FISHER method used in DIPS,
though in this case the height of the disEibution surface above each grid point
varies with angular distancefrom the pole.

This distribution is based on the

equatiotrfor a normal distributionon a sphere:

P(0)

uK.! 0 de

U

(Ksin0)/(eK-e'K)

(eq.s.l)

where:

This equation can be thought to repres€ntan assumeddistribution of probable enor
inherent in the measurementof the orietrtation in question. tro this context, th€ above
equation expressesthe probability that a measuredorientation achnlly repres€ntsa
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truc orientationwhich is an angulardistanceof between0 and 0 + d0 of the
(recorded)
vector.
measured

I! DIPS, the constantK is calculatedsuch that the value of the probability function
has a value equivalentto SVoof is maximum at a distancep correspondingto the
cone angle of the counting circle. ln other wotds, the counting circle representsthe
95Vo c{nfidence limit of the Fishcr distribution. The function is truncated outside
this limit.

If this tnrncated function defines a distribution over the surface of the refereuce
sphere,the volume under the surface,enclosedwitbin an equivalentand partially
ovcrlapping counting circle c€ntred on a grid vector, c€tr be calculated by numerical
integration. The ratio of this volumc compared !o the total volume under the
distribution cuwe defines the contribution of the pole to the concentrationtotal for
the grid point. It can be seen that while the new distribution, formed by plotting
tbes€integratedand normalisedvolume ratios with resPectto the disr^ncebetween
pole and grid vectorg extends to an angular distanceof 2p Aom the pole centre, the
total volume is equivalentto a Schmidt cylinder (radius=p) of inlluence for the
samc pole.

Sincc the grid totals are now normalized with rcspect to the total volumes under
each pole distribution, the grid lotals arc merely divided by the total number of
poles (or total quatrtity or weighted total reprcs€ntedby all the poles in thc data
group) to calculate the deDsitiesin percent. Thc derivation of the FISHER method
used in this program is outlined in appendixd
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Tb.is volume (common to overlapping counting
circles) is calculated using numerical integration
for a range of { values to generate the influence
surface in botto-m figure

Fisher Distribution
-.---b-

REFERENCESPHERE
Pole Vector
Grid Vector

Schmidt
Influence Cylinder
Fisher Influence
Dome

Figurt 5.10: Derivation of Fisher influence firnction in DIPS
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Figure 5.ll: Calculationof influencecontributionon sphere

The repetitive calculation of the influenc€ contribution for each pole - grid
combinationwould be extremelyexpensive.Fortunately,it was found that the ratio
of contributingvolume (for a given grid - pole separation,[) to total volume for a
pole was independentof countingcircle size when comparedto the associatedratio
of the dot product, cos l, of the grid and pole vectors,to cos p (where p is the
cone angle of the countiDgcircle). This permittedthe calculation,in advance,of
influenceratios for a set of 50 intervalsof cos E / cos p. This list is then storedin
an array, and the actual values as required are interpolatedfrom this list. This
geatly improvesthe efficiency of the Fisher couding algorithmwithout sacrificilg
measurable
accuracv.
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Figure 5.14:Two & three polc testitrgand comparisonof Schmidt and Fisher
densitycalculation.
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Terzaghi Weighting

When performing the contouringcalculationsdescribedthe resultantinfluencesare
nultiplied by a quantityvalue for a given pole. This value can be unity for a single
unweightedpole, or a user specifiedvalue, correspondingto a nuEber of similar
by otre measurement.
This quantity can also be multiplied by a
featuresrepresented
weighting factor to compensatefor measurementbias against planar features which
were made.
are subparallelto the outcropsurfacewherethe measuremenB

Theseweighs are calculatedwhen the data file is loaded. The traverse number for
each data unit references a particular traverse orientation. The angle between the
line or surfaceof the traverseand the feature in questionis calculatediu one of
tcro ways and used to calculatean appropriateweighting factor.
The weigbtingis calculatedas:
lo."-,r = cos(pole rend)'cos(pole plunge)
\*,".- = sin(pole trend)'cos(poleplunge)
\'.r.a*= sin(PolePlunge)
For IJNEAR h?veses:
= cos((traversetrend)+declination)'cos(traverse
plunge)
\***
=
plunge)
sir(travers€ trendlrdeclination)'cos(traversc
\-".\-.a"." = sin(travers€Plunge);
For PLANAR traverses:
lo--,t
L"\,-*-

= cos((naversenormal trendFdeclinationlcos(traversenormal plunge)
= sitr((traversc normal rendFdeclination)'cos(travene normal plunge)
= sin(traverscnormal plunge);

A =

cosine of angle betweenpole and tsaverscorieDtationor
traversenormal (dot product)

A =

plc'taverse

=L"-.-.\,".-.

+ L*'\.*-

+ \.,.d*,'\,"...c"-
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w =

weightitrg applied to tbe pole for weighted contouring
and meancalculation

For LINEAR travers€s:
w=

llA

For PI-ANAR traverses:

w=

Ll,l(r-A)

NOTE that in the abovecases,w+@
as A+0
for a LINEAR
traverseand as A + I for a PL-ANAR traverre, This is avoided bv
specifying1 !9yer or upper limit, respectively,on A. For a LINEAR
traverse in DIPS this limit conespondsto the sin€ of a user specified
minim"m argle. For a PLANAR traverse, the maximun A is
equivalentto the cosineof this minimum angle.
Density contributionscalculatedby the scbmidt or Fisher method for given pole grid vector combinationsare multiplied by this weighting w, and addedto the grid
point total. The individual grid point rotals are then divided by a weighred lotal for
the whole population to obtain the percentagcdensity values plotted.

Becausethe weighting tends to inlinity as the traverse and planar feature become
parallel a limit can be set by the user for minimum angle and therefore, for
maximumweighting factor. In addition"sincejudgementand care is requiredwhen
using a weighted plot, both utrwcighted and weighted conc€ntrationsarc calculated
at the same time. Both plors can be itrstantly getreratedand compared. If a high
conc€ntrationappearsin the weighted plot, but is totally absent in the unweighted
plot, it is advised that the us€r interpret tbis cluster with caution. A single
Eeasurement which closely parallels the traverse can take on aa exaggerated
tmportancein the weigbted plot (figure 5.19). Thc user must decide whether such a
IneasuremeDtwarranb serious consideration without the backing of other similar
measurements.

1(D

Contouring the Grid Values

Once the weighted and uweighted grid point densities have been calcularc4 the
grid values are assiped to the associatcdprojecfed poiDa on the stereonetoverlay.
This square array of values is then contoured using linear interpolation in two
dirnensionsto generatethe continuous conlours shown in figures 5.14 - 5.15-

A

simple line contouritrg routine (Bourke 1987) is also used to generat€ line contour
plos if desired-The line coDtourplot is shown in figure 5.16.
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Reduction of Data to Doninant Orientations

The DIPS contourplot pemritseffectivevisual analysisof orientationpatterns.Once
clusters of data have been identified, DIPS provides two methods of reducing these
orientations.The first follows a methodolog5r
similar to the manual
to representative
method.

The IOCATE POLES option allows the user !o select with a cursor (using the
cursor keys or the mouse), distinct orientationsfrom the stereonet.The density
contourscan be used, for exampleto selectthe direction of maximum pole density
orienlation.Certainindividual featuressuch as
within a clusteras the repres€ntative
continuousfaults can also be singled out itr this way for special consideration. The
orientationsof any features can be interactively resolved using this cursor. As the
cursor moves about the screen, the corresonding orientation is instatrtaneously
displayedon the upper statusline (fig 5.20).

STBIKE/DIP.R:

062/84

GRID:CI

Figurt 520: Screencursor and orientation readoutin DIPS

tt4
The SET WINDOWS option in DIPS is somewhatmore sophisticated.Using the
'rubbercursor, the user csn interactivelyenclosean entire data cluster within a
banding' window. Once the window limits are confirmed, the data within the
window limits (spccified as a ranges of trend and plunge) are assigneda set
number. The mean pole within the window is calculated automatically. Both
weighted and unweightedpoles can be calculatedand plotted, along with their
equivalentplanes.

The methodused in DIPS involvessimple vector additionof all pole vectoni within
the window. The resultantvector (calculatedfrom the componentsums of pole
direction cosines) is then normalized with respectto its magDitude!o yield a mean
unit pole vector. For weighted means,thc scalar weight for each pole is multiplied
by each of the pole's direction cosinesbeforc inclusion into the veclor summation.
ZeDitb

POLE VECTORS IN A
CLUSTER

HEMISPHERE

-.-\

Figurc 521: Mean vector calculation
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Figurc 5J2: Mean calculationnear equator

The 'rubber' window in DIPS is allowed to wrap around !o the other side of the
stereonet as required.Poles in this wrappedportion of the window arc assigneda
negativeindicator flag. When calculatingthe mean veclor for a wrappedwindow,
these flagged vectors must be converted to their negative normal oounterparts(ie.
their directioncosinesmust be multiplied by -l) beforesummedwith the rest of the
vectors.This insuresa conect meanfor a set of sub-horizontalpoles.

The vector addition method was chosctr for is simplicity and ease of user
application.In tbe funrre, an external post-proc€ssormay be develo@ which will
utilise eigenvectormethods to allow more complex cluster analysis. For most
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applications and user requirements,the method uscd in DIPS was deemed ttt be
srtrfrcient

Figurc 523: DIPS windows and calculatedmean planes

The set numbers assignedto the data within a window may be used internally, for
the creation of joitrt-set-specific histograms for various feature attributes (figure
5.2). This is useful when performing a rigorous Q classification (furl,on 1974\ for
etrmple. Files may also be written to disk which contain processed orientationg
bias correction weights and set numbers Thesc can be easily incorporated as input
to additional packages such as visualization tools or block size and geometry
aaalysispackages(Peaker1990).
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53.9

Manipulation of Distinct Planes

DIPS permits plotting of selectedand calculatedorientationson a s€parateplot if
desired.The planesare generatedusing the vector rotation method describedearlier
in this section.A legendcan be generatedgiving the exactorientationsrepresented.

A number of tools may be used with any of the various plot options described.
Those most useful at this stageinclude the polar and equatorialgrid overlays.The
equatorialgrid may be plotted at any meridian trend to illustrate a variety of
relationships.DIPS also allows the plolting of small circles centred about any
orientationon the stereonet.Thes€ are useful when performingstability ass€ssment
on the DIPS stereonet. ln addition a rubber-band great circle may be moved
throughoutthe stereonetand may be combined with a pitch or apparentdip grid for
visual assessmentof such relationshipsas the angle between interseaing planes (fig.
5.25). As discussedearlier, the intent of these and other interactive gnphical tmls
is to mimic the flexibility of the original manualstereonetmethod.

Any or all of the data, as well as the selecteddistinct orientationsmay be rotatec
about any arbitrary axis. This is particularly uscful for geDerating inclined
hemisphere projections (fig. 5.28) Thesc projcctions are identical to the lower
hemispherester€on€t discussedthroughout this work, with the excePtion that the
stereonet equator is no longer horizontat. The inclined hemisphere is used for
of free wedgeformationin inclined excavationbacks or sidewalls(Priest
assessment
1980).
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RotatioDof data can also be useful for comparingdifferent data s€ts which may be
geomctricallysimilar but sympatheticto a folded bedding,for example.Rorationof
the data in one set by the relative augle of folding may conrirm suspicionsthat the
data sets are similar and allow prediaion of geometries farther along the fold
(Carter,f989).

several features in the DIPS package are illustrated in the following figures and
ntoreare describedin detail in the manualin appendixB.
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This databasemay also be used to filter data according to joint continuity. or
aperture,for example. If the data s€t is difficult to interpret, such filtering may be
necessaryin order to assessdominant structure.

The data base also allows local assessmentof structurefrom a mine-wide data base.
Such databasesare becomingmore commoo in canadianmining practice (Noranda

l98e).

53.11

Hard Copy Output

It was decided early in this and othcr software development projecs at the
University of Toronto, that it was not the maDdateof the group to invest a great
deal of time developing printer drivers for the vast array of different printers on the
market. Instead, it was seen as more efficient to prepar€ the screen in a fashion
which would allow a screendump to a prinrcr or file using commerciallyavailable
lutiliti€F..Pizazz Plus by Applications Techniques Incorporated is one such utility
and the one most commonlyutilized at the timc of this work by the group at the
University of Toronto. This utility, and others like it, support a wide variety of
printers and screengraphics cards.

DIPS has IIARD COPY options in all of the plot menus. This option preparesthe
screenwith titles and a legend. This display catr thcn be capturcd by a print screen
utility. The screen display can be printed direc-tly to a printer or saved to a file
which can be imported by a word processingpackage.
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A file creation option has also been created wbich writes the plots and associated
legendinformationto a Drawing ExchangeFile @)<F1which can then be imported
by AutoCad (A computer aided drafting and design packageby AutoDesk). AutoCad
supporba wide rangeof plottersand printersand can be usedas a pictureeditor to
customizeDIPS plots to fit companyforms for example.The screencaptureplots
can be seen throughout this work while examples of DXF output are shown in
figures5.30 and 5.31.
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Figurt 530: ACAD output using D)G file crcation with DIPS
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Figurt 531: DXF referencegrids from DIPS - compareto figure 3.7
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6.0

coNclusroN

The main objective of this project was nor to merely improve on the static
presentationtools prwiously developedusing spbericalprojectioD,nor was it an
objectiveto create a black box statisticelanalysis tool for orientation data. The
primary goal was to bring to the computer environment the interactive and
illustrative nature of manual stereographicanalysiq and to create atr integrated
packagewhich would permit varying degreesof subjectiveas well as computational
analysisthrough most phasesof orientationanalysis.

Although the background of the author dictated a desigr philosophy influenced by
the requirementsof engineeringstructuralanalysis,it was also felt that such a tool
should accommodate any application in which orientatiotr formed an important
componentof the data basc. Within each field of application,it was felt that no
preferredconventiodr existed emong practitionersregarding either input format, data
Dotation,or desired presenlationstyle. A computer packagewould have to take the
form of a toolkit and be as flexible and as robust as possible in these regards

By utilising the computationpower of the computer,it was felt that any simplifying
approximationsin the manual metho4 such as fixed and inaccuratestatistical
countingwindows for density contouring as well as enors introduced by contouring
the tc/o dimensional projection, could be efficieotly eliminated by performing all
in three dimensions on the surfac€ of the reference sphere, using the
only for presentation.
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Since visualization is a major advatrtageof stereographicanalysig any package
createdduring this work would have to utilize up to date computergraphicsand
animationtecbniqueswhereverpossibleboth for interaaive analysisand final report
qualitypres€ntation.

Finally, it was the opinion of this authorthat tbe packageshould be able to treat an
input file as a databasefrom which data could be selectively screened to
interactivelyretsieveus€r defined subseb for analysis.This daa base would also
have to accommodatenon-orientationdata associatedwith each daa unit This
additionaldata could then be analyzedin variousways in addition to orientations.

Tbe program DIPS, developed as part of this work at the University of Toronto,
satisfics all of these initial criteria. The program has gained wide acceptanc€
inrcmationally as both an educationalaad practical engineeringtool. Feedbackfrom
a wide variety of users regarding the interactive and graphical format of the
progam indicatesthat most of the authorsinitial objectiveshave been adequately

6.L

FUTI'RE DEVELOPMENT

At this stage, it is the feeliag of the author that any further additions to the DIpS
package within the main program would only increase the complexity of the
working environmentand would take away from the "user-friendly' nature of the
progfam. Future enhancements!o the progfam would therefore be more desirablein
the form of add-onmodules.

One desirableaddition would be a customis€ddata input progam for DIPS file
cseation.This would eliminate the need !o use a third party program for creating
data files. This was originally thought to be an important component of this work,
with the current system consideredan unneoessarybother, It seems, however, that
Erost usets have been accustomed to storing their data in files created by
commercial spreadsheet programs or ASCI

editors. Others have developed

customis€delectronic databas€sas part of their own systems.The frec format of the
text input file has permitted easy adaptationto systemsalready in place. This input
nodule is, therefore, deemedless vital to the packagethen it was origiaally thought
Sucha tool would, neverthelesgbe a us€fuIadditionto the DIPS package.

Once ilata clusters have been delineatedby the user, it may be desirableto perform
more complex analyseson thc individual scts Examplesof such applicationscan be
found in Peaker 1990, Tanbak 1977, Fisher 1953, lvlarkland 1974, and others There
has been some limited demand for a statistical pGt-proc€ssoras part of the DIPS
packagg primarily fiom academic users. The simple mean vector calculation
performed within DIPS was deemed to satisfy most field requiremens. A more
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sophisticatedextemal module could be create4 which would accept a processed
oueut fle from DIPS. Such a file c:m already be created and has been used for
rigorous statistical processingof orientation and spacing data for joint sets (peaker
190).

The author intends, at a later date, to ircorpoBte DIPS as a pre-processorfor a
statistical rock block analysis and structurc visualisation package for underground
excavations.At the time of writing, suitable keyblock analysis codes (Shi and
Goodman 1990) are being evaluated for incorporation as an integrated support
dcsigntool for blocky ground.

The free format input and output filcs for DIPS have been designed to facilitate
incorporationinto other systemswithout the nccd to alter the internal coding of the
DIPS program. The progran in its prcsent form should bc adaptable to a wide
varietyof applicationsas they becomeavailablc.
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